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ABSTRACT
This thesis is a translation of a section of Anne Birkeland Ragde's
Berlinerpoplene, or The Berlin Poplars, a contemporary Norwegian novel about
how' family dynamics shape and haunt following generations. The narrative
alternates between three brothers and reflects how each of them experiences and
deals (consciously or not) with feelings of belonging, alienation, and isolation.
The Berlin Poplars is a strong novel: the character development and the
interpersonal dynamics are rich, and Ragde presents her very flawed
protagonists in a dark, brutally honest, yet humane manner. Furthermore, the
novel strongly reflects Norway and traditional Norwegian culture.
The complexity of the characters and its typical Norwegian qualities make
The Berlin Poplars a significant work worthy of translation, as do the translation
challenges involved. These challenges pertain to terminology as well as nuances
of narrative voice and pacing. The introductory essay accompanying the
translation provides a more detailed discussion of the translation challenges
encountered while translating a section of The Berlin Poplars.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Introduction
Before I began translating Anne Birkeland Ragde's Berlinerpoplene (2004) I
had no inkling of the ridiculous amount of time I would spend researching pig
farming and mortuary science, how desperate I would be to translate this book in
its entirety for the American market or how incredibly attached I would become
to the novel. I imagine it is fairly common for translators to become attached to
their work, but I consider myself fortunate to have been able to translate a text
where I am so strongly committed to doing the author and her characters justice
for the simple fact that they deserve it.
Berlinerpoplene, or The Berlin Poplars, is a contemporary Norwegian novel
about how family dynamics shape and haunt following generations. The
narrative alternates between three brothers and reflects how each of them
experiences and deals (consciously or not) with feelings of belonging, alienation,
and isolation. While always in the third person, the prose tends to vary in
structure, speed, and vocabulary as tied to each character; Ragde's constant
change of pace is an important structural device in the text, and many of the
1

challenges I encountered while translating pertain to the changes in narrative.
Ragde's pacing, her use of long, run-on sentences, proved to be a grammatical
challenge as well, as Norwegian and English comma rules vary greatly; early
drafts of the English translation were littered with comma splices. After
carefully considering my options, I would more often than not edit out the
comma splices by changing commas into dashes or semicolons where
appropriate and breaking up some of the sentences for clarity, usually because I
felt that these changes would compromise the text much less than the imposition
of Norwegian sentence structure on English prose. There are, however, a few
places where I have chosen to keep the sentences as close to the original as
possible, sacrificing correct English for emphasis, rhythm, repetition, or speed.
Due to the many changes of pace, Ragde's prose can seem random at
times when she uses the technique of stream of consciousness, and one of the
translation challenges of this novel has been to recreate and maintain the
characters' erratic thought processes without having the English prose appear
rambling. I have done my utmost to recreate the original's many changes of pace
accurately, since pace is so significant to each character's personality and thought
process. Once I gained a sense of the narrative voice as tied to each character's
third-person limited point of view, much fell into place, and rediscovering each
of the three brothers' voices - in English - was stimulating and not as difficult as
I assumed it would be. There were, however, certainly issues specific to each
2

brother's point of view that had to be tackled. Margido, the oldest brother, is
startlingly void of personality; the narrative, which largely centers on his work as
an undertaker, is dry, to the point, and distant. What he is appears to have
become who he is, and the prose in his section reflects that; like Margido himself,
the language tends to be proper, formal, and reserved, but not much more.
Conveying Margido's disconnectedness while keeping the prose from being
lifeless and flat has been quite difficult, particularly as this character is as much
defined by what the author omits from the prose as what is actually stated; there
is no humor, no warmth, no spontaneity, and no interaction without a purpose.
The pervasive lack of life in the narrative about Margido becomes
particularly evident when contrasted with the section that follows, which is
about his youngest brother, Erlend. Erlend is a larger-than-life, extremely verbal
Feinschmecker who basks in life. Having begun his life anew in Copenhagen with
his partner, Krumme, Erlend is flamboyant, dramatic, and emotional. And in
theory, Erlend is a translator's recipe for disaster - a flailingly gay, sarcastic
window decorator feeds into just about every stereotype there is. The original
clearly portrays this character as multi-faceted, however, and it was extremely
important to me to communicate that in the English version as well. The
narrative in Erlend's point of view is complicated; it's fast-paced and erratic,
witty and uncensored - and thus challenging in terms of humor, idiom, tone, and
speed. When considering, for instance, that Erlend begins dusting his Swarovski
3

figurines on page 61 (page 85 in the translation) and continues to do so for the
next eight pages, keeping the narrative lively and moving is crucial. I edited the
section about Erlend far more in terms of sentence structure than the other
sections, and as a result, the prose here is somewhat more clipped than I ideally
would like it; I would have preferred it to be a little more breathless.
Nonetheless, I feel that I managed to stay on the right side of funny and
ridiculous, vibrant and stereotypical, childlike and childish.
Even though the reader is briefly introduced to Tor in Margido's section,
he is the last of the brothers the reader gets to know. The effect of placing
Erlend's narrative between those of Margido and Tor is striking; Erlend's
vivacity renders the two other sections that much darker. Tor is probably the
main protagonist of the novel; he is a pig farmer who lives on the family farm
with his parents. There is very little dialogue between the three; most of the
time, the narrative is extremely close to Tor, his thoughts, and his fears. He is
very much the product of rural Norway's puritan past and truly his mother's
son. This section of the narrative reflects an isolated character, a man not
accustomed to speaking, much less being heard. Striving for the narrative to
reflect Tor's deliberate, somewhat dated sensibility, I chose to consult older
dictionaries in both Norwegian and Enf lish for this section. My aim was for the
prose to have a language void of contemporary slang that was partly timeless,
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partly echoing the language and speech patterns of previous generations, as
there is nothing contemporary about this character or his values.
Tor is a complex character that within a short period of time exhibits love,
hate, fear, and disappointment, and to convey these emotions in the same
credible, understated manner as the original was tricky, in part because of a
grammatical difference pertaining to the inflection of Norwegian nouns. In the
Norwegian text, Tor's parents are referred to as "moren" (the mother) and
"faren" (the father), with the -en ending indicating the definite singular form.
His parents are never referred to as "his mother" or "his father," which would be
grammatically correct and at times appropriate. Instead, Ragde consistently uses
the definite singular form. By only using "moren," or mother, as opposed to
"moren hans," or his mother, i.e., by completely leaving out the possessive
pronoun, the reader is brought even closer to Tor's point of view, as Tor would
use this form followed by a possessive pronoun: moren/ faren + min, when
referring to one of his parents. The effect is such that the narrator is virtually
eliminated. The effect is also subtly one of distance, however, as it is never
specified xvhose mother or father the narrative refers to - this is certainly
understood, but never stated. I felt that only using the definite article would
seem too odd or peculiar in English, and would significantly alter both the
character and his relationships with his parents, so I consistently used the
pronoun "his" in the translation. A consequence of consistently using "his
5

mother" rather than "mother," is that the reader is reminded of the narrator's
existence at every mention of his parents - which is rather counterproductive in a
third-person point-of-view narrative that is otherwise so close to the character
that you can virtually smell him.
In addition to the challenges presented by the novel's different prose
styles, I encountered a number of other obstacles here that I never expected.
Through extensive use of regional and cultural details, for example, Ragde has
firmly anchored the novel in a specific time and place - at times, to such an
extent that some of the details are as foreign to many Norwegian readers as nonNorwegians. In his book on translation, Performing Without a Stage, Robert
Wechsler suggests that if "something is ambiguous or difficult to an originallanguage reader... it should be ambiguous or difficult for an English-reader, too"
(109). Wechsler also points out that communicating the text "at the level it was
intended" can be challenging, as "common knowledge in one culture might be
completely unknown in another" (109). I couldn't agree more. It has at times
been exceedingly difficult to create a text that relays the original's tone and
ethnic flavor without alienating the non-Norwegian reader, or simplifying or
over-explaining the prose.
Two instances in which I struggled to maintain the tone were the Bible
passages in Margido's section. In the original text, these biblical passages are
relatively informal and contemporary, and my initial inclination was to use
6

English versions similar to the original in tone and style. For the excerpts of
Psalm 90, for instance, I found that "Before the mountains were brought forth, or
ever you had formed the earth and the world" from The New Revised Standard
Edition was relatively close to the Norwegian original (Ps. 90.2). In the King
James Version, the same passage reads: "Before the mountains were brought
forth, or ever thou hadst formed the earth and the world," which seemed much
too formal and archaic, not at all what I was looking for. While I do believe that
using a more contemporary version might have been a preferable or at least an
acceptable alternative for lesser-known passages, I changed my mind. The
passages in question are so well known, and the King James Version is so much
the standard or default version of the Bible in the United States, that other
versions, while perhaps closer to the original Norwegian passages, would in fact
seem foreign and inherently "wrong" to the average English-speaking reader in
the United States. Thus, my inclination to use a more contemporary version
would ultimately have proved much more disruptive and alienating than the
King James Version, which I initially rejected for those very reasons.
Besides the Bible references, another problem I encountered pertaining to
tone was that in the original, the section about Erlend contains some phrases in
Danish. While the section also contains some English phrases (Erlend uses some
English words for effect), I simply chose to put these in italics, and I think it
works; the emphasis is there. In my translation, however, the Danish phrases
7

posed a real problem. The abrupt transition in the narrative from the meticulous,
impersonal prose of Margido to that of the gregarious Erlend is startling, and
while the original text does not specify who the protagonist of this section is for
six pages, it is immediately evident to Norwegian readers that "he" must be
Erlend. Already aware of the fact that the youngest brother is in Copenhagen,
the appearance of the familiar slur "fjellape" (mountain ape) in the second line
lets the vast majority of Norwegian readers know that this is a conversation
between a Dane and a Norwegian. In the second paragraph, the reader learns
that the Dane in question is a Jute (and a rather attractive one at that),
eliminating any doubt in the matter. A few phrases in Danish serve to anchor
Erlend, to illustrate how Danish he has become in terms of culture as well as
language. Erlend's Jutish assistant speaks a Danish dialect that reminds Erlend
of Trondersk, his native Norwegian dialect, and leads him to recite a verse,
which I will discuss in a moment. The exchange between the two becomes a
forceful reminder of a past that Erlend prefers to forget, and foreshadows the
impending phone call from Erlend's brother at the end of the section.
When translating the narrative about Erlend, Wechsler's previously
mentioned quandaries again become painfully relevant: while striving to
communicate the text at the level it was intended, I had to keep in mind that
what is common knowledge in one culture might not be familiar at all to another.
Obvious Danish references to Norwegians - who typically have strong ties to
8

Denmark - might not make sense to American readers and Erlend's statement in
the opening paragraph, which roughly translates, "Then we'll say helvede. With a
D," is one example of this (Ragde 44). In the original, it is clear that Erlend
initially used a euphemism containing a proper name instead of blatantly
swearing, was chided by his assistant for abusing someone's name, then decided
to swear - in Danish, rather than Norwegian. The distinction lies in the D;
helvede is the Danish word for "hell," while the Norwegian equivalent is helvete.
The passages that switched back and forth between the two languages
were probably more frustrating than any other challenge I faced, because there
seemed to be no good solutions. As the translator, I felt I had to choose between
over-explaining, simplifying, or quietly ignoring the troublesome spots
altogether - whether that entailed translating without acknowledging the
subsequent confusion in English, or simply omitting the passages in question. I
have played around with most of the alternatives in countless combinations,
trying to lose as little of the snappy interaction between the two as possible and
keeping significant elements pertaining to the story or theme. My overarching
goal, however, has been to ensure that any sacrifices I felt forced to make did not
change or limit the original's development of Erlend as a character or
significantly disrupt the pace of the narrative, and I feel as though I ultimately
reached that goal, even in the case of the rhymed verse Erlend recites to his
assistant.
9

While translating the verse was much easier than 1 expected, these four
lines nonetheless proved to pose a challenge, and caused me quite a bit of
introspection and frustration. On page 48 of the novel (page 65 of the
translation), Erlend asks his assistant if he has heard the following: "Engang en
ret forvoven Jyde med hagel pa en Tronder ville skyde, men fik hans pande ei
isonder. Nei, der skal kugle til en Tronder." (Once a pretty feisty Jute with
pellets a Tronder tried to shoot, but couldn't crack his head asunder - you need
bullets for a Tronder). In the novel, Erlend's verse is extra cheeky because his
assistant is from Jutland, and Erlend himself is from Trondelag, and thus a
Tronder. Struggling to give this verse the same zing in English as it has in DanoNorwegian, I looked online for inspiration. Much to my surprise, I found that
this verse was actually written in the 1700s by a Norwegian writer, Johan
Herman Wessel, who moved to Copenhagen as a young man (Kalliope
Digtarkiv). My discovery left me in a quandary, as it appears that Radge failed
to acknowledge the author of this verse. While copyright is no longer an issue, I
feel comfortable leaving my translation as is, having attributed the verse to
Wessel in this introduction. Had I, however, translated this novel for
publication, I would have felt obligated to contact the publishers and inform
them of the apparent glitch (in fact, I still do). In all honesty, the thought
disturbs me; as a brand new translator, the last thing I want to do is point out
that the nation's bestselling author has failed to give credit where credit might be
10

mite

due, and I also feel as though it might be perceived as a slight to my author,
whom I respect very much. Ultimately, I would feel trapped in a moral and
ethical dilemma without any appealing solutions.
Translating Berlinerpoplene has been a challenging, at times frustrating, but
overall an immensely rewarding experience for me. The opportunity to do a
translation for my thesis has not only allowed me to grow as a translator, but has
helped me gain an awareness of my own potential blind spots, stylistic
preferences, and inclinations - an awareness that would have otherwise taken
me years to develop. Looking back to when I began translating, I am struck by
how my attitude has changed and, in my humble opinion, evolved.
Furthermore, translating The Berlin Poplars has given me a better understanding
of the translation theory I have read over the last few years. As I have
encountered and grappled with many of the challenges discussed by other
professionals in the field, my opinions are at this point based on my own (if still
limited) experiences, rather than instinct or logical reasoning.
It is with regret I admit that while having consumed a substantial portion
of evocative and informative thoughts, theories, and laments on translation, the
view that has stuck with me since the moment I first read it is the scathing
passage by Vladiircr Nabokov in his essay, "Problems of Translation: Onegin in
English": "The clumsiest literal translation is a thousand times more useful than
the prettiest paraphrase" (127).
11

Initially, I was a little crushed by this vicious attack on my craft, which is
undoubtedly why I remember it verbatim. But while I do still find Nabokov's
statement somewhat offensive, I have come to realize that in certain instances, I
can see his point. When one translates historical and religious texts as well as
texts written in dead or largely inaccessible languages, I believe that sentence
structure, rhyme, idioms, and other "details" should be ignored and that the
translation should be as literal as possible in an attempt to preserve the written
text. Such a translation should be followed by a thorough examination of the
previously mentioned ignored aspects; a discussion of the sound, rhythm,
syntax, and grammar of the source language; and an overview of the relevant
context in which the original text was written, and when, and why. The
translation itself ought to be footnoted to explain ambiguity, additional
meanings of a word, and the reason why that word was chosen over others.
Considering the impressive time and effort Nabokov put into Onegin, I think he
would have appreciated the aforementioned measures as much as I do; I,
however, would not consider such a project to be a translation so much as a
scientific text with the aim of documenting, preserving, and educating the targetlanguage audience. While these endeavors are important and worthwhile, they
have little to do with literature, and nothing to do with art!
How many people will pick up a literal translation of Shakespeare,
Pushkin, or Ibsen and fall in love? Not many, not until someone - a translator 12

comes along and does what a translator does best. As John Dryden suggests in
his essay, "On Translation," a translator does not turn "an author word by word,
and line by line, from language to another" (17). Nor, Dryden continues, does
the translator imitate, a process "where the translator (if he has not lost that
name) assumes the liberty, not only to vary from the words and sense, but to
forsake them both as he sees occasion...taking only some general hints from the
original" (17). No, the translator paraphrases, or translates with latitude "where
the author is kept in view by the translator, so as never to be lost, but his words
are not so strictly followed as his sense; and that, too, is admitted to be amplified,
but not altered" (17). And with these few well-chosen words, Dryden articulated
what I have been wanting and trying to express for months. Despite my inability
to articulate my governing principles of translation, it is by far the paraphrasing
that Dryden outlines in detail that I used when translating The Berlin Poplars.
This mode of translation allows the creative wiggle room a translator needs to
recreate the original in the target language, while keeping the author and her
work in the forefront, which, ultimately, is what it is all about.
In one of Biguenet and Schulte's excellent essay collections, The Craft of
Translation, William Weaver describes this mode of translation when translating
the opening paragraph in the first chapter of L'Adalgisa by Carlo Emilio Gadda.
He reminds himself and the reader: "[bjecause there are no rules, no laws, there
cannot be an absolute right or an absolute wrong" (117). Weaver continues by
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pointing out that "the worst mistake a translator can commit is to reassure
himself by saying, 'that's what it says in tire original/ [...]. The words of the
original are only the starting point; a [literary] translator must do more than
convey information [...]" (117). Subsequently, Weaver demonstrates his process
of translation through sharing his internal running dialogue while working on a
paragraph. His ponderings about connotative meanings of particular words and
phrases is entertaining, inspiring, and above all, very comforting to a new
translator such as myself; the choices and challenges he considers are similar to
the issues I have had while translating The Berlin Poplars. Seeing this highly
esteemed translator fret and second-guess himself time and time again reinforces
my notion that translation is truly the impossible art. As it hits me that my
translation of The Berlin Poplars will never be entirely done, will never be entirely
how I want it - 1 also realize that this is what translation's all about; I will never
stop scrutinizing, wondering, changing, as Weaver puts it, "in the futile pursuit
of a nonexistent perfection" (124).

14

CHAPTER II
THE NOVEL
Come here, she whispered. Please, come to me soon...
She stood right inside the door of the boathouse, her hands balled into small fists
in her apron pockets. What if someone joined him? It had happened before. Wlio'd know
that his stroll dozen to the shore was indeed far from a simple stroll to the shore? -they
might even assume he'd want company. But if he didn't come alone and they found her
here, she'd just say she wanted to fetch some cold water from the fjord and douse the fresh
herring. She'd even brought a pail with this excuse in mind.
The heat in the boathouse was stifling. Sun streamed in through the boards o f the
wall, and where it hit there were small tufts o f short, green grass betzveen the floor stones.
She zvould have preferred to take all her clothes off nozo, zvade out into the still zvintercold fjord, feel the finely crushed seashells under her feet and clumps o f seaweed slink past
her legs and thighs, forget him for a zvhile, forget him and rejoice even more zvhen she'd
remember.

Come to me, nozo, please...
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The door to the boathouse urns cracked so she could see. The four-oared boat lay
outside, partly on its side, bow in the water. Small waves licked the tarred bow. The
oystercatchers chased each other, grazing the surface o f the water, black and white dots
with bright red streaks, giddy from the sun and the sudden heat. Everyone spoke o f the
heat, how the warm springs had come back with peace. Two years o f peace in the nation,
and suddenly the heat returned. The fields were filled until grain and potatoes; berry
bushes and trees were f i l l o f new shoots; even the German trees grew as if possessed.
That spring when the Germans came and made themselves at home, it had been so cold
the ice stayed solid, even in the fjord arms, throughout the month o f May.

Peace still delighted her - she wondered how long it would be before she took it for
granted the way people apparently should. But maybe her delight came from somewhere
else, too. From him. The one she met that summer o f peace. Or, met... She'd always
known who he was, and spoken to him, too, very casually, a few times; he came around
now and then to the other farms the way neighbors do. But suddenly, that summer night
at Snarli they sat in the fenced-in meadow after having sod-roofed all day, sat there
sweaty and drowsy from the heat and labor, he came strolling over the fields from Neshov
and she instantly knew he'd come to see her. Her body felt it: he was seeing every inch of
her, her neck, her sweaty curls clinging to her forehead, her hands behind her in the grass,
the calves she knew were tanned and shiny, right before him. Someone went to get a
pitcher o f beer; tlie beer made her laugh, and he laughed, too; he tried to laugh mostly
16

with the others, but his gaze always returned to her and made her beautiful. And when
she felt the hem o f her dress slide, just above her knees where the downhill slope o f her
thighs began, she let it slide a little more, and a little more, and she spread her knees a
little while she laughed even more and sensed the ache growing up along her spine to the
point where she almost felt like groaning.

She walked back home and he was in the woods, waiting. She could finally lay her
palms on his skin and meet his eyes, and she knew that from then on, everything was
new. Not just peace and the fact that she'd become an adult during the years o f war, but
that the world was new, that the two o f them were standing there, creating it, together,
the trees and the ground, the fiord dozen below, the summer sky with fluttering swallows;
they were all neiv when he bowed his head, confident that her lips zvould meet his.
She never allozved herself to consider how grotesque it was.

He had come to see her! Alone, thank God in Heaven.
She gasped and felt herself shivering. Her legs tightening into goose bumps in the
siveltering heat, her mouth going dry. His arms swung, his forehead shiny and tanned as
he stared down at his clogs and planned his steps down the zvinding, stony path. Under
those coarse zvork clothes he zvas hers, under the smell o f hard zvork zvere her smells, she
wanted to lick his eyes so they only had room for her, even though she knezv this zvas true
already. She belonged on Neshov nozv, because o f him she'd alzvays be there. And nozv
17

and then they'd escape down here, or to the barn, or the xvoods, far away from the thin
bedroom ivallsfull o f ears. His clogs crushed sun-dried seaweed. He stopped outside the
boathouse.
"Anna?" he said in a quiet voice through the dark crack o f the door.
"I'm here," she zvhispered and nudged open the door.
*
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PARTI
WHEN the phone rang at ten thirty on a Sunday night, he knew what it

was about. He grabbed the remote and turned the volume down; the screen
showed a report on al-Qaida.
"Hello, Margido Neshov speaking."
And he thought: I hope it's an old person dead in his bed and not a traffic
accident.
It was neither: a young boy had hanged himself. It was the boy's father,
Lars Kotum, on the phone. Margido knew just where in Byneset to find the large
Kotum farm.
In the background, he heard loud screams. Animal-like, shrill. Familiar
screams, a mother's screams. Margido asked if he'd informed the local
authorities and the doctor. No, he'd called Margido immediately; he knew him,
what he did for a living.
"Well, we'll have to call the sheriff and the doctor, too. Would you like
me to do it?"
"He didn't hang himself - the normal way. It's more like he - choked
himself. It's goddamn awful. You call. And come. Please come over."
19

He took the Citroen instead of the black hearse. The sheriff could order an
ambulance from St. Olav's Hospital. He called from his cell phone with the heat
blasting the front window. He practically had to yell over the fan. It was way
below zero on this third Sunday of Advent. He reached both the sheriff and the
doctor. Sunday evenings were always quiet. On this cold, calm night, cars
would gather by the farmhouse, people on the next farm over would press up
against their windows, wondering. They'd see the ambulance, the sheriff's car,
and a white Citroen that some of them might recognize. They'd see lit windows
that should be dark, but they wouldn't dare call over at that hour: they'd just lie
awake well into the night, whispering about what might have happened at the
neighbor's farm, and to whom, and deep down feeling a secret, shameful joy that
it didn't affect them.

The father met him at the door. The sheriff and the doctor were already
there: they had a shorter drive. They sat in the kitchen with coffee cups in front
of them, and the mother with a dry-eyed empty glare, black as coal. Margido
introduced himself, even though he knew she knew who he was. But they'd
never shaken hands before.
"Just imagine," she said. "You coming here. You. For him." Her tone
monotonous, her voice a little hoarse.
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In the window facing the yard, there was an electric Advent candelabrum.
As Margido approached the bedroom, the sheriff got up and walked ahead of
him. The doctor's cell phone rang, and she stepped out on the stoop. In a small
hall window, there was a yellow paper star with a light bulb inside; the electric
light seeped through the patterned holes in the paper, a bright yellow center that
gradually faded to orange. The father stayed in the kitchen. He was staring out
the window, not even trying to relate to the boy's mother, who just sat there,
suddenly indifferent, her hands in her lap, feet on the floor, her breathing, the
cups on the table in front of her, the time of day, the bills on the shelf, the cows in
the barn, the man by the window, the weather and the degrees below zero, the
Christmas cookies, the days that would come, all by themselves. She just sat
there, surprised she was still breathing, surprised her lungs functioned on their
own. She didn't yet know what grief was; she just sat there, thoroughly amazed
that time still went on.

Margido simply watched. How could he know what it was like to lose a
son? He didn't even know what it was like to have one. Besides, he couldn't
allow himself to feel; his job was to observe how the emotions of the bereaved
played out, then help the mourners consider all the practicalities. He always
tried to show his sympathy and sorrow by doing precisely what the bereaved
wanted and expected.
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He wasn't prepared, even though the father had said it wasn't the average
hanging. The father had probably thought of a rope from a beam, a chair fallen
to the side, a body swinging slowly or completely still. The classic scenario
everyone had seen in the movies, in every detail, except for the feces that usually
dripped down the pant legs and formed a puddle on the floor. But that wasn't
the case here. The boy wasn't hanging high and free. He was leaning forward
on his knees in bed, naked, except for a pair of wine-red boxers. The rope was
tied around a bedpost and held the boy's torso up by the neck at an angle from
the bed. His face was pale blue, his eyes open and bulging, his tongue dry and
swollen between his lips. The sheriff closed the door behind them and said:
"He could've changed his mind at any time."
Margido nodded without taking his eyes off the body.
"How long have you been in this business?" the sheriff asked.
"Almost thirty years."
"Have you ever seen anything like this?"
"Yes."
"Have you seen anything worse?"
"Maybe a girl once, from a door. It wasn't high enough from the floor.
She had to hold her knees up to her chest."
"Shit. They must really want it, then."
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"They do. They don't see any other way. Probably too young to see any
other way. Poor things."

He lied to the sheriff. He hadn't seen this particular version of a suicide
before, but he had to show a blas6 calmness; he worked best that way, left alone
and considered the professional, the expert, nothing more. In fact, he was often
expected to maintain more of a professional distance than, say, a police officer.
They probably figured since he handled death every day, it didn't get to him.
He'd picked body parts off the ground after traffic accidents with ambulance
crew and police officers, and the others were offered crisis intervention
afterward, but never him.
He studied the boy. Even if the sight shocked him, he could in some
macabre way admire a young boy who simply leaned forward in bed, put all his
weight on knees and thighs, let the rope push against veins and nerves while he
waited for the dark. And when the dark comes, first red dots in front of his eyes,
he doesn't prop himself up, support his weight on his hands in front of him. He
doesn't. He manages not to. His mind's made up.
"I've read about this sort of sex game," whispered the sheriff, shifting
from foot to foot.
Margido glanced at him, then back at the body.
"I don't know what you mean, fit said.
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"Something that has to do with almost choking, before you..."
"But he's got his underwear on."
"Yeah, you're right. Just something I thought of. The whole thing is
pretty obvious... No suspicion of any - crime. He left a letter, too. Only a few
words, an apology. His parents were at a post-wedding party for some
newlyweds. The boy knew he had several hours. He was supposed to go, too.
He's their youngest son. They have two girls. One studies some useless crap in
Trondheim, the other one fortunately goes to As School of Agriculture. But this
one - Yngve - he was still living at home, didn't really know what he wanted. I
saw him ride his bike down to Gaulosen with binoculars over his shoulders all
the time. He was going to look at the birds, hell of a lot of birds making pit stops
down there, you know. But for the dad to have a birdwatcher for a son must
have been frustrating, with all the things that need to be done at a farm, even if
Yngve wasn't supposed to take over. But hanging himself. On his knees! Hell,
if any normal person just goes and

Margido got the special waste container in his car. The ambulance hadn't
arrived yet. The doctor sat in the kitchen with the parents. Mai gido heard
voices as he passed the open door on the way back. Choppy sentences and long
pauses in-between. The doctor followed Margido into the bedroom and closed
the door behind her.
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"We'll have to cut him loose," the sheriff said. The doctor had borrowed a
pair of scissors with orange plastic handles and handed them to the sheriff. He
cut the rope. The head fell down on the duvet. Margido loosened the rope from
the bedpost.
"The ambulance will be here any minute," the sheriff said. "You'll take
care of the rest? At the hospital?"
"Of course," Margido answered.
"Well, I can't do much more for this patient," the dvictor said.
Margido flinched at the doctor's cold comments. She was a woman, after
all, even if she was a doctor. But she spoke as if she regularly found dead boys
on their knees in bed. He was relieved when she went back to the kitchen.
He heard the ambulance outside; he went out into the hall, made eye
contact with the ambulance driver and nodded. Margido preferred the body to
be on the stretcher before the mother or father came in. It was better that way.
Looked more like an accident, no one to blame.
"I wish I could have prepared him," Margido said quietly. "It's horrible
to send him away like this, the rope still around his neck."
"That's the way it is with suicides," the sheriff said. "Even if this one's an
obvious case."
The ambulance crew wrestled the stretcher in place and covered it with a
black body bag. They were two young men, only a few years older than the
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kneeling boy. They pulled on some rubber gloves, grabbed the boy under the
arms and by the ankles, counted quietly to three, heaved the boy onto the plastic
in one quick swoop, and folded the bag tightly around him. The exposed
mattress wasn't pretty.
"I have the container," Margido said. "Can I at least remove the sheet? So
the parents don't have to see?"
"Yeah," the sheriff said. "Do that."
Margido was also able to fold the duvet and place it over the large moist
spot on the mattress before the mother came in. The mattress would be thrown
anyway - it always was - but the more the loved ones saw, the more emotion
and distress he had to deal with. The details often made the tragedy real for
those left behind; the details jerked them back to reality - it could be anything - a
half-empty teacup on a table, a dirty teddy bear on the floor, a lunchbox and a
thermos returned after an accident on the job.
"What have you done to him!" the mother screamed. "Wrapped him in
plastic? But he can't - he can't breathe! I want to see him!"
"You can't," the sheriff said. "But tomorrow, when Margido
"No! I want to see him now!"
"I have to take care of him first," Margido said.
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The mother threw herself at the gurney, tore at the black plastic. Her
husband should have stepped in. He didn't. The ambulance driver had to grab
her by the shoulders, hold her back.
"Easy now, we're just
"HE CAN'T BREATHE! YNGVE! My b o y -"
Finally, the husband was there. He held the sobbing woman and stared
relentlessly at the gurney's shiny black load - his only son. The energy in the
room seemed sucked towards the horrendous sight of the boy lying there
wrapped in plastic, larger and more dominating than he'd ever been in life.
"But

the father said. "I thought we'd get to see him before he left. I

didn't know - I thought Margido was
"There has to be an autopsy," the sheriff said and looked down at the
floor. "Standard procedure with suicides."
"But why? There's no doubt he did it himself!" The father sounded
hoarse and tense, trying to hold himself together while the boy's mother dangled
helplessly in his arms, silently crying, eyes closed.
"It's not that I believe anything else," the sheriff said, clearing his throat
and shifting his weight from foot to foot.
"Can't I refuse? Keep them from cutting up our boy?"
The mother shook, but she didn't open her eyes, tears just kept streaming
down her cheeks.
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The sheriff suddenly looked straight at the father and said: "Okay. I won't
insist on an autopsy. Okay, Lars. But either way you won't see him tonight. But
when Margido's prepared him..."
The father nodded slowly.
"Thank you. Thank you so much. Turid, they have to leave with him
now. Come."

Sheltered by the commotion of getting the gurney out of the house,
Margido was able to sneak the waste container back to his car and pick up his
paperwork. The ambulance pulled out slowly, went down the road without
sirens or lights and at that point, all the neighbors knew someone had died. The
sheriffs car followed.
The outside door was wide open; the snowy steps and the ground nearby
was bathed in yellow light, a warm, yellow light easily mistaken for coziness,
warm ovens and coffee pots, normalcy. The contrasts always grated on him.
Death never fits, he thought. Except maybe on the battlefield. The moon hung
over the ridge, almost full and surrounded by a faint frost halo. Shadows from
the trees painted jagged tears on the hard snow. He watched them as he planned
the following day. He had to come back here again sometime in the morning,
then there was a funeral in Strinda church at two, and he had to prepare the
body so they could see him. The sisters, too. Maybe they'd also want a service
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with the casket tomorrow night, at the chapel in the hospital. He'd have to
arrange things with the women tomorrow morning. He wasn't alone in all this.
It was always good to know that Mrs. Gabrielsen and Mrs. Marstad knew their
stuff, were in full control. But of the three of them, he was the one who did home
visits. If he didn't have time, he'd refer them to another agency. The women
didn't want to do home visits; they knew all too well what these were about and it wasn't disposing of soiled sheets.

The doctor gave the mother a sedative, the father refused. Classic: the
men wanted to do without, stay clear-headed, not break down, not lose control.
So the father paced back and forth in the kitchen, his hands behind his back.
Margido didn't envy him the night ahead.
"I could give you a sleeping pill," the doctor said. Obviously, she was
thinking the same thing as Margido.
"No."
"I'll leave some pills just in case. They're not like - the old-fashioneci
kind. These will just help put you to sleep."
Margido glanced at her, but there was no indication that she'd noticed her
choice of words, and the other two hadn't either.
"He won't be cremated," the father said and straightened up when he
noticed his reflection in the window.
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"Of course not, if that's not what you want," Margido said.
"Yes he will!" the mother screamed. "I don't want him in the black dirt!
He's not going to lie there and rot and be eaten! He'll - He'll
"He won't burn in hell if there's anything I can do to prevent it," the
father said quietly. The mother didn't answer; she covered her eyes with one
hand.
"I don't understand," she whispered. "Why he - we were only gone a
couple of hours. Why didn't he wait so I could talk, help him, help my boy. He
must have been in - so much pain
"I think you should go to bed now," the father said. She immediately got
up, confuse d, swaying. Her husband helped her down the hall. The doctor and
Margido sat silently and listened to the slow, staggering steps up the stairs. They
looked at each other. Her eyes were suddenly filled with a deep sorrow, but she
didn't speak.

After the doctor left, he was alone in the kitchen with the father, who
finally sat down on a straight-back chair, head bowed, his fists between his
thighs. Farmer's hands, black under the nails and in every wrinkle, every
o

crevice. But his oldest girl was at As School of Agriculture. It wasn't the future
farmer who was on her way to the cooler at the hospital on a Sunday night
before Christmas. Like it made any difference. The sheriff seemed to think so.
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"I can help you with anything you might need," Margido began. "It's up
to you."
"Take care of everything. I can't even... A funeral. Burying Yngve, I
can't believe it. It makes no sense."
"Have you told his sisters?"
The father lifted his head. "No."
"You probably should. And the rest of the family."
"Tomorrow morning."
"Yes, one thing at a time right now," Margido said, making sure his voice
was full of compassion; he knew how to do this.
"First the obituary. That can go in Tuesday."
"I really can't
"Of course not. That's why I'll leave a brochure for you both to take a
look at, and then come back tomorrow morning. Does ten work?"
"It doesn't matter
"Then I'll be here at ten."
The father slid the brochure towards him and opened it to a random page.
"Death symbols," he read. "A death symbol. Death symbol? That's
odd."
"It's the symbol at the top of the notice."
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"I understand. I just didn't realize that it had - a name. When my father
died, my mother took care of everything, and when Mother passed, my sister
took care of it. I guess I have to - call her, too. We were with her tonight, she
was at the party, too. We chipped in on a gift, a linen tablecloth, I think. Made
in Roros. Or - woven - in Roros. By someone."
"I'm sure it was nice."
"Yeah. I'm sure it was." The father sat on his chair, rocking back and
forth, clutching the brochure. Margido knew the man in front of him was
searching for explanations. Explanations he'd given up on a long time ago, even
though people asked him all the time. There was an impossibility in death that
never ceased to amaze him, but he couldn't explain it. The only truth he found
was in rituals.
"Can't you just pick a - death symbol?" the father asked.
"I certainly can. But it might be - better if you did. If you chose for
yourselves. You'll remember the funeral. Later. Then it might be important that
it was - right for you."
He usually paused, as if searching for the right words. This wasn't
cynicism: he knew that for the people he was speaking to, the situation was like
nothing else in this world, in this life. He'd never just reel off his words, let them
know that he said these words all the time, that he had an internal machine for
what to say on every occasion. Or most occasions.
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"The sheriff told me that Yngve loved birds," he said.
"Yes."
"Maybe a swallow," said Margido. "At the top of the notice."
"He was crazy about the swallows nesting on the farm. He writes - he
wrote in a book whenever they'd come back from the south. They're the last
migratory birds to return. Not until the beginning of June. And that's
apparently late for migratory birds. He could sit there for hours and watch their
acrobatics over the barn."
"A swallow then. In the notice."
"He loved nature. Loved it. Maybe you think, of course the son of a
farmer loves nature, but this was different. I don't think much about nature, if
you know what I mean. Nature's my job. It surrounds me all the time. But
Yngve, he was concerned with how things could be different, got on our case
about recycling and the regrowth of cultural landscapes and farms disappearing.
Sure, I think about those things, but to him they were - important! I mean, I
don't have time to - I don't understand why he - only seventeen years old. He
took driving lessons. Already had a car in the barn, an old Toyota. But he
wasn't really interested in working on it. He really wasn't that kind of kid,
probably thought it would just start the day he put the key in the ignition, license
in his wallet. And there we were, gobbling down cake and drinking coffee and
looking at pictures and rambling on about this damned wedding, while he
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"Maybe you should try to get some rest now. It's late, and tomorrow
might be a long day."
The father grew quiet, bowed his head, stared down at his hands and said
quietly: "A swallow. At least we'll have a swallow. Thank you."
"You're welcome. You're very welcome. Remember the pills on the
table."
"I'm not taking any. I have to take care of the animals in the morning.
Have to be awake for that."
*

Traffic was light. Frost mist covered the edges of Korsfjord, and the
middle of the fjord glimmered with horizontal fringes of moonlight. The car was
freezing cold again. Some time later, he passed the exit to Neshov, with its long,
maple-lined avenue. He stared stiffly straight ahead. He knew the windows
would be dark at this hour, only the outside lights on, and he'd seen those
before.
He turned on the car radio, left the exit behind, and listened to some
cheery accordion music. He felt surprisingly relaxed and a little happy, but he
didn't really know why. It was a rare feeling. Maybe relief at discovering
sorrow in the doctor's eyes.
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When he pulled up to the Kotum farm the next morning, the house was
full of people. The priest sat at the table, the Byneset Kirke priest. His last name
was Fosse, but he was usually referred to as Fosse Priest. He was older, about
Margido's age. Thin and shriveled up in his clothes, but had a warm, firm
handshake. Margido liked him a lot. He was always neat, punctual, and
professional and not all priests were; some pushed funeral people around, like
they were assisting the priest, not the mourners.

The kitchen had become the women's arena- the men were sent to one of
the living rooms in the long, beautifully maintained Tronder farmhouse. The
boy's mother looked confused, sitting on a high-back chair in the kitchen,
watching all the commotion around her. Five women with red-rimmed eyes Margido suspected one of the boy's sisters and his aunt were among them hauled food, coffee, cups, dishes, napkins, sugar bowls. Women were fortunate
that way; they always had the cooking and serving to keep them busy. Men had
to get through their sorrow doing nothing. It wouldn't look good for the father
to work outside today, but the mother could make ten liters of waffle batter and
no one would find it inappropriate. If a meter of snow accumulated overnight,
the farmer could probably have plowed, but nothing more, and it would be
better if the neighbor came over and plowed for him.
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The father closed the door to the kitchen, closed off the commotion,
turned to Margido before he even let go of the door handle: "A girl broke up
with him. Saturday night. We didn't even know he had a girl."
The father dropped onto the leather couch; his body seemed to sink into
itself, his shoulder blades sharp against the inside of the plaid flannel shirt.
"Heartbroken," he whispered. "Just think, he took his life because he was
heartbroken. Took his whole life. Because a girl didn't want him. Just a girl."

No one had looked at the brochure Margido left. Now there was a second
one, with different types of caskets. Another hurdle. But he needed a coffin so
he could prepare the toy today, and for the chapel tonight.
"When will Yngve's youngest sister be here?" he asked.
"Ingebjorg? In a few hours, I think."
He nodded. He had to get the coffin taken care of. "You want to see him
tonight? All of you?" he asked.
"I suppose we will."
"Do it," the priest said and leaned forward on his elbows. "The girls have
to see him. Or at least get the opportunity to see him. If they don't want to,
that's fine, too. But Margido makes it all so beautiful. It will be lovely, a step
forward in the grieving process, the shock, for all of you, Lars."
They sat in silence for a long time.
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"We'll need to decide on the death notice," Margido said.
"A swallow," said the father.
Margido got out a note pad from his bag. He was glad the priest was
there, and the priest helped the father decide that all there would be was Our
precious son above his name, Yngve Kotum, and suddenly left us below. The priest
wanted the father to get the women from the kitchen to join the decision-making
process, but it didn't happen. And the priest helped Margido take down a
reversed family tree below the boy's name, date of birth, and date of death.
"A proverb. Would you like a proverb?" Margido asked.
"A proverb?" The father looked at him, genuinely baffled.
"Many people do that, Lars," said the priest. "I'm sure Margido has
several you can choose from."
Margido pulled the brochure towards him. He'd compiled a number of
proverbs for clients. He found the right page and handed the brochure to the
father, who accepted it with a look of despair and resistance. He began studying
the text, examining each proverb for a long time.
"Many of these are appropriate for old people," the father said. "Or
people who've been sick for a long time." He cleared his throat. "But some of
them - this one, maybe." He pointed and gave the brochure to the priest who
read it out loud:
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"You will always be in our hearts and minds, as a dear and treasured
memory."
The father clutched his head, then collapsed. His body curled into a fetal
position while his heels pushed against the floor; from his throat came heaving,
high-pitched sounds. Just then, the door opened, and two women entered with
coffee cups and dishes and a large tray with open-faced sandwiches and slices of
cake. They stopped, stood there. The father pulled himself together. The sound
of his swallowing was suddenly the only sound in the room.
"Some coffee would be great," said the priest, nodding to the women and
smiling before he got up, walked around the table, and put an arm around the
father. The women took his cue and quickly set the table, seeming not to notice
or claim responsibility for the father's helplessness. They removed the woven
table runner and replaced it with an embroidered, square cotton tablecloth; then
they delicately set the cups down, the napkins folded in precise triangles, the
tray with the sandwiches and cake, and finally, a sugar bowl and a small pitcher
of cream.

The father excused himself for the bathroom, and Margido and the priest
were left alone. The moment the door closed behind him, the two began talking
in quiet, clipped phrases.
"They want a funeral," the priest said. "Thursday at one."
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"Not the mother," Margido said while he wrote down the time and date.
"Last night she said
"Today she wants a funeral," the priest said. "I talked to her. Yngve will
be lying next to his grandfather and his grandmother. She's come to terms with
that. Of course the boy has to be buried. He's a farmer's son."
"Can you help with choosing psalms and music? And call me about it
later?"
"Absolutely."
He gave the priest a sheet of paper and said: "We already have these
psalms at the press."
The priest nodded. "And you'll handle tonight? Maybe they'll want a
wake, too, not just a viewing."
"I have to call St. Olav's and reserve the chapel. And I have to get him to
choose a coffin. You'll stay here?"
The priest looked at his watch and nodded.

Margido was used to the fact that each step in the process triggered new
jolts of shock. A death notice made the impossible a vaguely possible reality;
color photos of a selection of coffins raised the pain another notch. The father sat
with the coffin brochure in his hands and stared at the pictures as if they were
completely incomprehensible.
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"They're all very beautiful," the priest said.

Most people just pointed helplessly at the white one. The Nordica Model.
He had a lot of those in storage in Fossegrenda. But the man on the couch
surprised him.
"This one," he said and tapped his finger on the picture of the spruce
coffin, Model Nature, in three varieties: knotless lacquered spruce, untreated
surface, or stained surface.
"Untreated," said the father. "And it's called 'Nature.' It fits."
Margido cleared his throat. "I have a few now, but they're stained. The
untreated spruce will have to be ordered, and that will take a few days."
"Then we'll go with stained. Might look nicer anyway. But those white
ones, they're better for old people. So are the proverbs."
He threw the brochure on the table, and Margido immediately slipped it
in his bag. "Then everything's settled," he said.
He was relieved that the process had gone so smoothly, and that the
father hadn't involved the entire household in the decision-making process.
Some people did, and everyone wanted to see prices, compare. It always made
him uncomfortable, even though he understood the logic. A funeral was a huge
expense now that public funeral support had been cut. Some considered the
coffin nothing more than a necessary evil, while others considered it the last
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white silk. She had to touch both eyelids with stiff fingers, had to feel death's
stillness to believe it.
Margido stood waiting for her reaction. He hated these moments
intensely. He could never control them - people reacted so differently. Some not
at all, others violently, or irrationally, with laughter or senseless comments. And
anger. Often anger, in the event of a sudden death.
But she'd only laid a hand on her boy's forehead, as if to warm it. The
coldness of the bodies after the morgue was difficult for many, but she left her
hand there for quite some time, not speaking, not crying, just trembling slightly.
His sisters stood there, clinging to each other, with red, shiny faces. The father
and the father's sister were both rigid, their faces blank. Probably raised that
way, Margido thought, and before he started the devotional, the boy's mother sat
down on a chair by the wall. She sat there alone, head bowed.
"The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want. He maketh me to lie down in
green pastures: he leadeth me beside the still waters. He restoreth my soul: he
ieadeth me in the paths of righteousness for his name's sake. Yea, though I walk
through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for thou art with
me. Thy rod and thy staff they comfort me

Before he got as far as the Blessing, there was a great silence m the room, a
peace. No one cried anymore, they'd retreated into themselves. With their own
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Selma Vanvik hadn't called him back, if only he could find some peace in that. It
had snowed all afternoon. Probably thirty centimeters of fresh snow by now.
Soon, he'd be leaning back in his recliner in the living room, watching the snow
on the veranda, the tiny, dense branches of his cypress decorated in white.
His hands were warm to the touch, but still felt cold. He slowly rubbed
them together, drew a deep breath, and released it slowly before choking the
engine.

"Let us pray. Heavenly Father, we surrender to your strong hand and
thank you for what you gave us through Yngve who has now passed away.
Strengthen and comfort those now left in grief and loss. Help us to live with
you, so that we can leave this world in peace, in the name of Jesus Christ, your
Son, our Lord, Amen. Let us hear the Lord's words."
He looked up at the small congregation of people standing by the foot of
the coffin. Before they came, he'd wheeled the coffin into the chapel, lit the white
tallow candles, taken off the lid, and removed the gauze around the boy's chin.
The dead boy's folded hands were now wrapped around a long-stemmed red
rose; the mother hadn't displayed any of the previous day's hysteria when she
saw her son in a shroud. As she entered the chapel, she walked towards the
coffin, her face full of disbelief, staring intently at the boy's head against the
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a body could still carry droplet infection after death. For all Margido knew,
yellow staphylococci could still be slumbering in his throat. Plus, the body was
only about twenty-four hours old.
Together, they pulled the shirt on him. They folded his cold hands on his
chest over the shroud. There was a signet ring on his right hand, probably a
confirmation gift. They combed his hair and placed a white, folded silk shroud
on the pillow next to his face. Mrs. Gabrielsen added a bag with screws for the
coffin lid by the body's feet, and together they gently lowered the lid on the
coffin before wheeling it back to the morgue.
The morgue was almost full. Yngve Kotum was number nine, and the
room could only hold ten. Margido had promised to have him picked up by
tomorrow night at the latest, and taken to the side room of Byneset Kirke where
the coffin would be kept until the funeral.

Margido was back at five thirty. He parked and just sat there for a while
without turning off the engine. Far from it - he leaned in and turned the heater
on full blast for a moment. The warm, dry air washed over his hands. The
frozen dinner he'd heated in the office kitchenette while editing the two
songbooks hadn't been enough; he felt a little hungry. Or - not hungry, really more like hollow. The evening was pitch-black, quiet outside the car windows; it
felt good sitting in there. A warm island. The car like a cocoon around him.
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Margido wet the gauze and began washing. Mrs. Gabrielsen washed the rest of
the boy's body.
He was meticulous, thorough. Everyone would be buried or cremated as
clean as he could get them. The bereaved shouldn't have to be reminded of what
a body emits after all muscular activity ceases.
When the boy's genitals and anus were clean, Margido inserted a gauze
tampon to prevent further leaking. Then he proceeded to work on the boy's
tongue. He pushed his fingers deep down the boy's throat and tried to shove the
root of the tongue back. He was only partially successful and closed the boy's
mouth by tying gauze around the head and under the chin. Margido attempted
to close the eyelids, but the eyeballs bulged out and the lids couldn't shut
entirely. He applied an almost white concealer that toned down the blue a little,
particularly on the lips. Finally, Margido parted the boy's hair on the side - it
was probably all wrong - you never knew how young boys wore their hair.
"W e'll keep the gauze on his chin until tonight," Margido said. "The
family's coming to see him at six."

They grabbed the boy to put him in the coffin. Margido had the torso. A
breath of air shot out of the boy's throat, but Margido was prepared and had his
face turned away. He automatically followed all obligatory contamination
procedures, even though the boy hardly carried any contaminants anymore. But
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In the morgue, they checked and double-checked the boy's name, date of
birth, and date of death before they wheeled out the gurney with the body in
black plastic. Even if it was obvious who lay there, this was all part of the
standard procedure always followed - standard procedures gave him great
freedom, freedom for other thoughts.
"The father refused an autopsy," Margido said, as if explaining why the
body wasn't clean and neatly sewn up by the pathologist.

They pulled on plastic gloves and see-through plastic aprons that tied at
the back. You had to tie them carefully: otherwise, the thin plastic strings would
break.
They unwrapped the body. The smell rose toward them, and they both
automatically began breathing through their mouths.
"Poor parents," Mrs. Gabrielsen said. "Were they the ones who found
him?"
"Yes."
Mrs. Gabrielsen pulled off the boy's underpants, opened the bin for
clinical waste and dropped the underpants in. Margido was able to remove the
rope from the boy's neck. They gently pulled away the stained black plastic and
replaced it with paper. Then they turned the body on its side for stability, before
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shave them off, but sometimes he forgot, just like the hairs in his nose and ears.
She wound his neck hair around her fingers quite roughly as she hugged him,
and his only instinct had been to get away as politely as possible.

In the storage space, he picked up a stained Nature Model and a blanket,
pillow, shirt, and shroud. He put everything in the back of the car and covered it
with a blanket. Taking the Citroen was much quicker; a hearse with a cross on
top couldn't speed through a yellow light or cut corners. He called Mrs. Marstad
and asked if she remembered that she was supposed to pick up all the
equipment from Strinda after the funeral, and she confirmed, if somewhat
irritated, before informing him that Mrs. Gabrielsen was on her v-ay to meet him
for the preparation of Yngve Kotum's body. It was stupid of him, he thought
later. Mrs. Marstad always remembered everything. What was wrong with
him? Where did this uneasiness come from? This business with Selma Vanvik
probably had him off balance. How much longer did he have to be
compassionately polite? He forced himself to think of practical things. Two
more songbooks for the following day needed printing: after Kotum's son was
prepared and before the devotional with the casket.

Mrs. Gabrielsen arrived when he did.
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She didn't answer. She just crossed her legs and stared into his coffee cup,
looking disappointed when she realized it was still almost full.
Three times after the funeral, she'd begged him to visit her, and he did.
He didn't know what else to do. She was a freshly minted widow, a woman in
mourning, an individual dependent on his profession, a woman he had to treat
with sympathy.

No, he wouldn't call her. She'd have to call him back; maybe she'd even
give up. He didn't know what she wanted from him, even though he
understood. But he didn't know. He'd never had a relationship with a woman,
had a woman. It just never happened, and it was ridiculous to start now, at his
age, with only a small cypress and the dream of a sauna. At the same time, he
was grudgingly flattered by her attention; that she attributed such power to him,
that all problems would vanish if he'd only get completely involved, help
himself to the cookies on the platter, lie down on the couch and nap the way
she'd suggested the last time he was there, because he looked so tired. And
when he said goodbye, she hugged him - an indecent hug, the way he saw it.
She'd leaned in too heavily against him, and played with the small hairs on his
neck. His hair grew much further down his neck than he liked. Plus, it grew
faster than the hair on his head. Fourteen days after going to the barber, he'd
always have a streak of hair on each side of the neck. He tried to remember to
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secret finances, the drinking and the women, while he sat there, wanting only to
compose an obituary and pick a coffin.
"You're my spiritual advisor," she said. "I don't want to use a priest for
that. You see, I'm an atheist. Do you believe in God?"
She'd thrown out the word "atheist" as if it were a political party she
supported, a store she preferred.
"I'm not a spiritual adviser in that capacity," he said. "But I will do my
utmost to ensure that your husband's funeral will be as
"You'll have to take care of things for me. Arve didn't let me do anything,
I don't even know what it means to do my taxes. Will there be bills coming here
in his name? How do I keep that from happening? I have to tell you, Margido,
I'm just helpless!"
"It'll be okay. We have a statement from the doctor. Then we just have to
let the court know. The census register and social security already know. You'll
have to talk to the bank yourself. And you two had children together - they can
help you, right?"
"Together? Of course we had them together. But I don't want to talk to
them about all this. They're used to everything being taken care of - by us. By
him."
"How about an attorney?"
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Selma Vanvik refused to accept the fact that Margido was out of her life
now that her husband, dead from prostate cancer, was buried.
He drove toward Fossegrenda to pick up a Model Nature, unstained, for
Yngve Kotum. He should call her back, it was common courtesy, but he didn't.
His last visit was more than a week ago - he should have known she was about
to contact him again.
The cookies on the platter, the clinking coffee cups, the bottle-green velvet
couch, the downy wrinkles around her mouth and under her chin; the heavy
perfume more appropriate for a different setting.
Freshly minted widows his own age - it wasn't uncommon. They opened
up to him in their grief. Glowed through their tears. They were prepared and
they basked in the attention and sympathy. To a large extent, they had already
mourned their loss - even if many people didn't think this was possible, for
women it was. For men, death always hit like a bomb. Even if their women
slowly withered away before their eyes, they stuck their heads in the sand, were
shocked when they found themselves left behind, alone. But women knew.
Selma had known. And already at his first visit, she warmly welcomed him,
with a lipstick-red smile and this perfume. Confided in him things she'd never
told anyone, as she said, not even her daughters. About the dreary marriage, the
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way into bis one-bedroom apartment in Flatasen. On his miniscule veranda, he
had a single small cypress in a clay pot. The cypress was pretty in the winter,
covered by snow. A tiny view all his own, and quite enough. He certainly didn't
have to see the Korsfjord from his window. Across the way was a new
apartment building - a slab of concrete and windows with curtains, plants,
decorative baubles, with faces and movements, almost all with electrical Advent
candelabras in neat rows, all with seven lights in the shape of small pyramids.
Symmetry. City life. As far removed from what was real as possible. Just what
he wanted.
He could have bought a house. He had the money, but what would he do
with a house? A house would only make him start imagining things. Lately,
however, he'd been thinking about a nice sauna. Sitting in the heat and
humidity, sweating out the day's work, the day's smells, all the tears he had to
witness, all the despair and disbelief. But there was no room for a sauna in his
small apartment. Maybe he could buy a new apartment, a brand new apartment
with room for a sauna, or maybe with one already installed. An apartment
designed with the end in mind, only one floor with wide doorways and no
thresholds - you never knew when you'd actually catch up to whatever lay
ahead. And an elevator. A nice bathroom. With a nice big tub and a spacious
shower stall, with nice, somewhat rough ceramic tile on the floor, maybe light
slate.
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sight are but as yesterday when it is past, and as a watch in the night. So teach
us to number our days that we may apply our hearts unto wisdom."
Margido listened to the familiar words, like a wave striking, but not
washing over him. The only thing in a devotional he noticed anymore was the
absence or presence of sincerity in the priest's voice. He sat there thinking about
all the things he'd have to do back at the office. Mrs. Marstad had already gone
back, and she'd left him the lists of names for flower greetings in case some of
the stragglers brought flowers. It was extremely important - one of the most
crucial tasks, in fact - to make a list with the names of all those who gave
flowers. He'd collect the cards in a memory folder to be given to the next of kin.
Then he'd provide the family with printed thank-you notes. He knew the family
always examined the list and the memorial folder closely; they became symbols
of how loved and significant the deceased had been and helped the family
through its grief. As did the words: "It was a beautiful funeral, truly beautiful."
And his job was making it beautiful. His and the priest's. But mostly his.

When he turned on his cell after the funeral, there was a message from
Selma Vanvik - would he please call her?
He tossed the phone on the passenger seat, opened the window, and let
the freezing cold winter air pour in. Suddenly he was choking, almost retching,
from the over-powering smell of flowers still in the car. No flowers found their
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particular color, her mother's favorite. A book of condolences was ready,
opened to the first page with the pen lying diagonally over the lined sheet. A
framed photo of the deceased showed her in a parka on a rocky beach, her hand
gripping a grey root remarkably like a swan.
She was laughing and her hair was blowing in the sea breeze. The grey
root was now the focal point for the largest floral arrangement on her coffin,
surrounded by fir tree sprigs, reindeer moss, and erica, which looked like heath it was impossible to get hold of nice heath in December - and pinecones in
different sizes. The decoration was gorgeous, unique; Margicto was full of
admiration as he set it up.
Next to the picture was the stack of songbooks that Margido would hand
out to people as they arrived. The songbooks had the same picture of the woman
in the parka on the cover. At the end of the table stood the gift urn where people
could leave some money. Mrs. Marstad had written a card that sat in front:
"Thank you for your gift to the Asthma and Allergy Association. On behalf of
the family."

"Lord, thou hast been our dwelling place in all generations. Before the
mountains were brought forth, or ever thou hadst formed the earth and the
world, even from everlasting to everlasting, thou art God. Thou turnest man to
destruction and sayest 'Return, ye children of men' For a thousand years in thy
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brought in the hearse by Mrs. Marstad. Both Mrs. Marstad and Mrs. Gabrielsen
were physically strong women. Otherwise, Margido would have had to hire a
man; getting the coffin in place was hard work. Sometimes it took the three of
them, or they had to get the sextons to help.
In the coffin was a fifty-four year old woman who'd died from an asthma
attack. She left a twenty-two year old daughter and two ex-husbands who'd
both been involved in all the preparations for the day.
The sexton was in the process of helping with the candles and other
things, walking back and forth out of the sacristy, while Margido and Mrs.
Marstad carried in stands and suitcases filled with more candleholders and
vases. Churches didn't have any of the things necessary for a funeral. Some
churches didn't even have a shovel.
Deliveries from florists continued to pour in with bouquets, wreaths, and
decorations, and Margido considered each item carefully before evaluating the
overall effect. Everything had to be symmetrical. The coffin bouquets had to be
arranged perfectly, and he liked to place a wreath or two in front of the coffin.
He filled the tall vases and straightened the many silk ribbons, making sure the
last greetings written on them could be read from the pews.

The table by the entrance was ready. The only thing left was lighting the
cornflower-blue candle. The color was unusual, but her daughter requested that
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home, vessel, or bed of the deceased. He remembered a mother, her three-month
old baby girl lost to SIDS who put her hand on the sixty-centimeter long coffin
and said: "This is your cradle from now on, sweetheart, this is where you'll sleep
forever. And I'll think about you down in your little cradle."
"There wi n't be anything afterward," the father said. "And no flowers."
"Sometimes," Margido said, "people suggest donations."
"And who are we supposed to donate to in this case?" The father's voice
was suddenly shrill. "The Norwegian Suicide Organization? The Ornithological
Society? The Farmers' Association?"
"It wasn't meant like that, Lars," the priest said calmly. "You might
consider - the Youth Club, or - someone else to donate to, in Yngve's name.
Instead of flowers."
The father leaned back, exhaled as if he'd finished a long run, and stared
up at the ceiling beams.
"Ok. Yeah, the Youth Club might not be a bad idea. Even though he
wasn't really there that much and didn't have that many friends. I don't really
give a damn, but let them give a few kroner to the club. Write that. Are we done
yet? Let's have some coffee. I can't do this anymore."

The coffin sitting on the green catafalque in the nave of Strinda Church at
twelve thirty - an hour and a half before the funeral - was a white Nordica,
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eyes they'd seen him lying there dead, he who'd been alive and there only the
day before, been there, speaking, moving, living. It was as if death put some sort
of stamp on them, all pretense pushed aside.
"May the mercy of our Lord jesus, the love of God, and the community of
the Holy Spirit be with you."

Margido covered the boy's face with the doth before he and the father
placed the lid on the coffin. The lid glided precisely into its slot, like always.
"Would you like to help secure the lid?"
He looked from face to face. The mother remained slumped in her chair
by the wall and didn't respond. The father had turned his face to the floor;
maybe he was vaguely thinking of all the snow that had fallen, hoping the
neighbor hadn't plowed for him, so he didn't have go back inside when he went
home. But the sisters nodded and accepted two screws each; he showed them
how they were supposed to go in at an angle and down. The room was
completely silent as they finished. The candles burned like small, unmoving
pillars, with an indifference that sometimes provoked Margido tremendously.
Afterward, as he wheeled the coffin back to the morgue by himself, he
saw a tenth coffin; the morgue was full. He blew out the candles, spat on his
fingers, and meticulously squeezed every wick. The smell of just-extinguished
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candles was almost unbearable to him, was even worse than cut flowers. But the
taste of his lies grew fainter every time, for every devotional he performed.
They always assumed that he meant what he said. Why would they
suspect anything different? Once again, he told himself that the effects of his
words were the same whether he meant them or not. He didn't lie in any green
pastures. But technically, it wasn't a lie, since he didn't believe in these
incantations anymore. This line of reasoning would calm him. They were only
words.
Nonetheless, he could still taste them.

He sat in his recliner, as he did the night before, when the phone rang
around eleven. He hoped, like the night before, that it was an old person who
had died in bed, not a traffic accident. Either way he couldn't fit in another body
for the next couple of days; he would have to refer the caller to one of the larger
agencies. He'd eaten a ham and cheese sandwich, baked in a frying pan with a
lid on top; he'd showered, shaved his neck and used the little battery-operated
clipper in his ears and nostrils and put on his robe, watched a documentary
about the wolverine population in the Norwegian mountains, and leafed
through today's paper.
He already had the number of another agency in mind as he pushed in the
little button with the silhouette of a green receiver after the third ring.
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It was his oldest brother, Tor. The Neshov farmer. Margido put one hand
on the armrest of the chair and squeezed. For his brother to call here was
unthinkable, yet here he was, with Tor's voice in his ear. Christmas was coming
up. Maybe this was something his mother had thought of, he had time to
wonder, before his big brother said:
"It's Mother. She's in the hospital "
"Why?"
"Stroke."
"Serious?"
"Looks like it. But she won't die tonight, they said. Unless she has
another stroke, of course."
"Are you calling from St. Olav's?"
"Yeah."
"Okay - well, then HI be there."
"We'll wait here, then."
"We?"
"Father's here, too."
"Why?"
"He helped me get her in the car. I couldn't wait for an ambulance. And
then he came, too."
"He's going to be there all night?"
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"We're only using one car. But I've got work to do. I have a sow that
"You have pigs now?"
"Yeah."
"Get him home. I'll go to Mother."
"Okay."
"You can do that."
"I said okay."
"Can you call me, then? When you're home? And I'll go down."
"Yeah."
"Did you get hold of - Erlend?"
"Not yet. 1 don't have his number."
"Information should have it."
"We don't know where he
"I got a postcard a few years ago, stamped in Copenhagen."
"You did?" Tor said.
"Yeah. Call information."
"You're better at that kind of stuff, Margido. Can't you do it?"
"Okay. But call me when you get back. Even if it's the middle of the
night."
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He sat with the phone in his lap. His thoughts were scattered, his feet
asleep when Tor called again. The hands on Margido's clock showed ten after
twelve.
*
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"THIS ISjust going TO BE so damn gorgeous! Holy Helena!"

"That's not a nice thing to say. People are called that. You mountain apes
can't even
"Then we'll just say 'holy hell/ For your sake, you know. Considering
your delicate soul. Hold this, Sweetheart."

It was really a blessing from God that the bureau had sent Erlend this
young fool to help him finish the window. A boy entirely lacking the creative
guts to stand up for any of his own ideas or changes. From Jutland. But cute,
with delicious, dark, almost feminine fuzz on his top lip, and a very pronounced
Cupid's bow. His earlobes were also covered in this dark, somewhat dusty fuzz.
And he'd taken off his sweater, was working in a tight, honey-yellow t-shirt,
with low bip-huggers that bared a wide section of the black fur point that
jauntily showed the way to the goodies below. His lower back was moist from
sweat, his skin golden like Cr6me Br0l6e. All bonus points on the scale, but
Erlend especially enjoyed how the boy obeyed his every command without
questioning anything but his language, even though he was technically an
apprentice who was supposed to learn by questioning the intention behind
absolutely everything.
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He'd composed this entire window in his mind in the dark bedroom next
to snoring Krumme, and he knew it would be perfect. Unfortunately, he was
forced to sketch his plans for the owner, which spoiled some of his creative
pleasure, but there was no way around it, particularly because the owner had to
pick the jewelry he wanted showcased, Erlend would have preferred doing it ail
alone, a huge canvas covering the window blocking the view, and no one else in
the store, and then he'd unveil the window in all its splendor for the eager crowd
waiting outside on the snowy sidewalk. They'd all gasp in admiration as the veil
fell, and joyfully toast him with champagne, it was a dream he could nurture for
hours, and always before completing a new window exhibition.
Now, two security guards sat around watching the valuables in there.
Drinking bitter

*...... *ely smoking out a backdoor, they watched

everything that went on in the window off Straget, the main street. Things were
never the way he dreamed them. He was just one man, after all, with just two
arms, and so he needed an assistant.
"And only a little more than a week before Christmas!" the young boy
said. "I can't believe they bother." He lifted the roll of aluminum foil high in the
air as he'd been told; a wide wave of reflecting light ran from his hands as he
stood like a pouting Atlas, the world above his head.
"But those are the best days! A jeweler gets all the husbands who come in
at the last minute to buy their wives a present - men guilt-ridden from overtime
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and countless affairs whip out their credit cards and swipe them so much that
the plastic practically curls up from the friction! And they don't just shop for
their wives: they shop for their mistresses, too - especially their mistresses.
Besides, this window can be left over Christmas, too - that's what they liked
about it. At least for a while, to the end of January, maybe. I mean, there's no
red anywhere. No angel, no Santa. No snow, no Christmas bows. Watch and
learn! It7s almost New Year's, and a new year's window. You should really
thank Carlsberg for promoting good taste!"
★

A Carlsberg truck had backed into the jewelry store two days earlier and
ruined the entire Christmas window. Several diamond rings and an emerald
bracelet had gone missing in all the chaos. This was a rush job. They didn't
want the old Christmas display up again this close to Christmas. They paid him
well, too, because he had to hurry, iven though December was pretty dead for
him, as all wanted their windows done by mid-November.

He composed the window in silver, gold, and glass. He'd found various
pendants in diamond-cut crystal that he hung from the ceiling with invisible
cords in various lengths. Spotlights aimed directly at the pendants created
explosions of color and facet patterns as soon as the crystals moved a millimeter.
They were cut as prisms, but much more intricately, and they signaled class. The
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sidewalls of the display were covered in silver cloth, the bottom in gold, with
small glass stairs and a few protruding mirror shelves. Behind the glass were
mannequin torsos almost completely wrapped in aluminum foil. He'd kept their
heads, but no wigs or arms. On one mannequin, there'd be no foil over the ears,
to show off a pair of exquisite earrings, on another, the neck was exposed,
displaying a wide silver collar with pearl trimming. Covering the entire right
side of the window, twelve silver arms with bracelets and rings on every finger
formed a gaping fan. It was simple, but enticingly effective, as if a horde of
women reached up from a hole in the floor, hungrily waving for white gold and
diamonds. He got the idea from an exhibition of corpus art at Gallerie Metal. In
the background, he'd have long, trailing foil drapes to throw the light; he wanted
to achieve the effect of a light bomb, with a core of intense shine and glitter, like
an ice castle. Right by the glass, in front of the reaching silver arms, he'd place
two half-full champagne glasses, an almost empty bottle of Bollinger champagne,
some tom gift wrap and ribbon as if someone had just opened a present, a small,
open box with a one-carat diamond ring, and a small thong in raw silk, casually
flung in front of the champagne bottle. Red wine wouldn't work - it would
evaporate in a few days and leave dried-up rings in the glass - and champagne
always went well with expensive jewelry. He hadn't run the thong by the
owner, but this was Copenhagen - the man would love the implicit insinuation
of a grateful woman's reciprocation.
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As he was working, he felt a warm and languid joy inside. A joy that
sometimes made his breath skip, made the adrenaline shoot: in small spurts into
his gut. He popped the champagne bottle and brought it to his mouth.
"What about me?"
Huff, that nauseating Jutish dialect. It almost reminded him of Trondersk,
Ogir da?
He belched bubbles and said: "You're an apprentice. And this bottle's
part of the decor. And so it must carry my saliva, my DNA, my mark."
No smile from the boy. Complete waste of ail that honey-yellow tummy
skin if he didn't have a sense of humor.

Slightly buzzed from the champagne, he studied the finished window
from outside. He v/asn't cold, even though it was minus five Celsius and he was
sweaty, with no coat - or maybe he was cold - but it didn't matter. The window
stood out from the other store windows like a pulse, a shock of light in the dark
night, a visual magnet, a physical, cubic pressure to buy. And joy washed over
him again - the thought of the gift Krumme had given him this morning, the preChristmas gift he'd inaugurate tonight.
He ran back in again. "It's gorgeous! It's like a bullet to the brain, for
Pete's sake."
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"Good. I'll be going, then."
"Have you heard this one? Once a pretty feisty Jute, with pellets a Tronder
tried to shoot, but couldn't crack his head asunder - you need bullets for a Tronder."
"Tronder? What's that?"
"I would've shown you big time, if I hadn't become a monogamous man
with condom allergies. Merry Christmas, darling. I hope you get something you
really want. Up the behind."
The boy pulled on his sweater. As his head popped through the neck,
static electricity plastered his hair to his skull. "I don't let sticks as old as you in
me," he said. "I could mold."
Erlend laughed out loud. "What do you know! What do you know! You
do have it in you! Cherish it! Before you mold yourself. Prematurely."
"What the hell do you mean?" The boy scowled.
"What the hell do I mean?" Erlend mimicked and distorted the Jute's
distinct dialect. "Merry Christmas! And a pumping good new year to you!"

Summer was nice, too. Summer had a lightness to it, with lots of exposed
skin, dewy glasses, laughter in blue nights, sweaty armpits, naked toes in
sandals, the smell of seaweed that always reminded him of wet relief. And
spring was lovely. Spring with everything about to happen, begin again entirely different this time, maybe for the very first time, who knew - you're only
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human and never stopped hoping. And fall. Fall came second. The crisp air, the
leaves on the ground so incredibly beautifu' they all seemed handmade, warm
chocolate with a dash of cream, high skies, high hopes. But winter was the very
best. And in the middle of winter came Christmas, on the very top shelf, radiant.
He vvalked home toward Grabrodretorv, with his hands deep in the
pockets of his sheepskin coat, along the Christmas-decorated streets, the trees
sprinkled with electric lights like a Disney movie, the skv a deep black with a
real star d£cor outshone by the millions of starry lights around the city. People
were buzzing all over Stroget. Christmas in their faces. Stress and busyness, too,
of course - but also beauty and all the secret joys they carried with them. The
surprises hidden in the back of the closet, way in the back, the meals so carefully
planned, like rituals, the decorations, the delight, the extravagance. For him,
Christmas was the innermost core of the year that everything radiated out from
symmetrically, until meeting again at Midsummer's Eve.
His feet were wet, but it didn't matter at all. He wanted to get in the
Jacuzzi, a glass of champagne on the ledge, the second he stepped into the
apartment and was able to lock the door behind him. They should have four or
five bottles of champagne lying around. A horse-pulled cab slid past him, with
children wearing Santa outfits in the wagon, solemnly sitting holding torches.
Something was going on somewhere - something was always going on in
Copenhagen, everywhere, at the same time, without your knowing about it - it
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was impossible to know about it all - this city contained a thousand things more
than anyone could process. Erlend would never move away. Copenhagen was
his home; it was the city of the king, city of the kings, his and Krumme's. He
drew air into his lungs, tasted the cold, opened his eyes to all the lights and the
movement - and he suddenly felt horny. Tomorrow he'd bake bread for the
Christmas party they were hosting in three days. Dark rye bread that he'd wrap
in tight plastic and put in the fridge, before cutting it into paper-thin, moist slices
in case someone wanted bread and herring as a late-night snack. And he'd finish
the puff pastry in tartlet tins for the apple dessert, so they could simply be filled
and baked right before the guests arrived. Surely Krumme had remembered to
pick up the tree - the one they'd have on the roof patio, decorated with a
hundred lights and Christmas baskets in red and gold, filled with artificial snow
in case it rained. And a Georg Jensen star to top it off. On the tree inside, they'd
have real candles - only fifteen, which was plenty when you had to pay attention
and make sure they didn't tip over and set the tree on fire and leave Christmas in
ashes.
The Christmas train clattered past him. That he could live without.
Trains and Christmas: what did they have to do with one another? It was a
disturbing and destructive element in the bigger picture, like a cheap sale poster
in an otherwise gorgeous window. Well-dressed families with small children
and tourists sat in the train and flailed their heads in all directions while they
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were transported in this ridiculous manner from Kongens Nytorv to the
Christmas tree at City Hall Square.
He popped into Madam Celle's Specialty Store, and bought chocolateroasted coffee, inhaling the scents from the shelves while the young girl waited
in front of the coffee grinder with the gold paper bag ready. The whiny, busy
sound suddenly reminded him of the coffee grinder at the convenience store in
Spongdal when he was little, his mother letting him hold the bag under the
spout. He remembered the smell of warm, freshly ground coffee, and the metal
strand inside the paper strip along the edge that he turned twice before
squeezing in the edges, sealing the bag tight. His mother praised him and
quickly stroked his hair before putting the coffee in her basket.
He began talking to the girl behind the counter to push the memory out of
his mind, and she chatted away, about a new caramel-roast coffee they had - she
hoped he'd want to try it, of course, but he couldn't stand the sound of the
grinder one more time. She gave him a cup of warm glegg along with his change.
"Merry Christmas," she said and smiled. Behind the coffee smells, he
caught a faint whiff of cigar; someone was smoking in the backroom - maybe her
boyfriend waiting for her to close.
He sipped at the gl0gg and walked on. When the cup was empty, he
fished out the chopped almonds and raisins with his fingers and thought about
Krumme's gift. No, actually, he wouldn't inaugurate the gift tonight; he wanted
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to be alone. He wanted to enjoy it, without talking or being anyone. At
Amagertorv, he stood for a moment to admire the candle, the world's largest
calendar candle that burned down incredibly slowly. It wasn't that tall anymore
- when initially lit by Santa on December first, the candle had been over six
meters tall and more than half a meter wide - he and Krumme had been there,
hand in hand like children, full of saddle of lamb and red wine after a visit to
Bagatellen.
He met Krumme, who was on his way out for cigars, by the elevator.
"You could've just called!" Erlend said, leaning down quickly and taking
Krumme's earlobe in his mouth for a few seconds, suckling a little. Krumme had
nice, thick earlobes, soft as velvet and always warm.
"I didn't want to disturb the artist," Krumme said. "Is your window
incredibly gorgeous? The way you imagined?"
"Better. You have to come see tomorrow. Hurry, okay? I want to take a
bath."
"Arc you going somewhere, Little Mouse?"
"No. I bought coffee."

Coming into the apartment after a long day out in the big world was like
wrapping himself in fur, soft fur wrapped around body and mind. Krumme's
meal was beautifully arranged on the kitchen counter; the pieces of raw lamb
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shiny against the black stone countertops, the vegetables already shredded, the
rice measured, the chili scraped for seeds, the coriander chopped into a green
sauce, the coconut milk tempering in a jug, two pleasant wine bottles left to
breathe by the stove. He found a bottle of Bollinger in the one fridge, carefully
unwrapped the cord and pulled out the cork in one slow movement to minimize
spilling and loss of bubbles. White smoke oozed out. He went into the living
room for a glass. A fire was lit and music lingered in the air, so low that he
couldn't make it out, probably Brahms, though. Krumme loved to play Brahms
when he cooked; he said it reminded him of Sunday dinners as a child at his
family's Klampenborg mansion.
*

In the tub, glass in hand, he began thinking of Krumme's Christmas
present and burst out laughing. If Krumme suddenly came in and asked why he
was laughing, he'd tell him about the Jutish prince who was afraid of moldering.
Krumme wanted a Matrix coat. A black, floor-length, fitted leather coat. Erlend
was always stunned and somewhat jealous of Krumme's lack of self-awareness
when it came to his looks. Krumme in a Matrix coat would be like squeezing a
beach ball into a tight leather muff; the ball would bulge out in all directions.
The man was one meter sixty-two tall, match weight unknown, and naked, he
looked like a big ball on two sticks with a smaller ball on top. If you put two
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matches on a pinecone, with a hazelnut on top, you had Krumme. Even so, he
bragged about being the same height as Robert Redford and Tom Cruise.
He closed his eyes and finisned the glass. The humming of the jets and
the bubbles made him sleepy. He forced his eyes open and watched the fish in
the saltwater tank that covered the largest wall. The two turquoise fish were the
most beautiful. Tristan and Isolde. He filled his glass and toasted them. Of
course Krumme would get his coat; he'd pick it up the day after tomorrow, at the
leather tailor's, who'd probably pulled off his life's greatest made-to-measure
feat from the careful measurements Erlend snuck from Krumme's other clothes.
But the sight - the mere thought of seeing Krumme opening his gift on
Christmas was enough to drive him mad with excitement.

"Wanna play?"
"There you are, darling! No, I'm too tired..."
"Then I'll just sit over here."
Krumme sank down in the white wingchair in the corner by the potted
palms, pulled his socks off, and spread his toes on the warm floor tiles.
"Get a glass - there's still some left," Erlend said. "And if you grab
another bottle, I might want to play after all. Oh! I forgot to look for the tree!
Did you pick it up?"
"Of course I did. It's on the terrace."
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"Not decorated, though? I want to do that!"
"Of course you'll get to decorate it. But couldn't you turn off that hellish
Atlantic hurricane? I can't hear a thing. And then I'll get the bubbly."
He came back naked, his bowling-ball body bouncing massively, with a
glass and another bottle. He sat down at the other end of the tub and the water
splashed over onto the floor. His face was immediately shiny with sweat.
"This is happiness." He held his glass out to Erlend. "Fill my cup to the
brim."
They giggled, sipped champagne with their chins held high and eyes
closed. Krumme wanted to hear everything about the window, but Erlend told
him all about the party-pooping Jute instead. He'd have to come see the window
for himself.
"It's impossible to describe," Erlend said, "when do you work
tomorrow?"
"I start at five. And as if we didn't have enough on our plates, we'll also
have to pull the article on Christmas in Amalienborg," Krumme said.
"Why in the world would you have to do that?"
"The queen had to approve it, and wouldn't you fucking know, she
yanked a picture - thought it was too private. And then, of course, everything
has to be changed - the layout, and things in the text, too."
"What's wrong with the picture?"
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"In the background of one of the pictures, there's a door open to a kitchen,
where something's hanging on a chair. That door was supposed to be closed.
Everything's that moron photographer's fault."
He took a large swig of champagne. Erlend stared at him and shouted:
"But what's hanging on the chair? Tell me! God, Krumme, you can be so
incredibly annoying sometimes!"
"A coat. A brown coat."
"But what
"I have no idea. I really don't. Maybe a lover left it."
"That's it! With that vinegary-sour, spoiled count of a husband. Wine.
That's all he cares about. Wine and grapes and French castles."
"Well, he could've picked worse things to care about. Cheers!"
"And let's talk about the party! I'm really looking forward to it, Krumme!
The table - we'll start setting it the day after tomorrow, right? That way, we'll
have a whole day before the flowers are delivered. Speaking of tables! We still
haven't seen the chocolate tables!"
"I saw them. We had that huge article on Royal Danish the second
Saturday of Advent, remember?"
"Well, yeah, in pictures, sure. But you didn't go there. Just sent a
photographer. I want to smell them, Krumme! The one table top is a hundred
kilos of pure chocolate, with chocolate dishes painted like china!"
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"I know."
"I know you know! Don't be stupid! We'll go there tomorrow. First to my
window and then to the Royal Danish. That's the right order
"Come here."
"Why? You want my body?"
"I do."
"Oops. The water's rising."

After making love until the bathroom floor was covered in water, lighting
three Advent candles, and making dinner together and eating, Erlend discovered
the box by the wardrobe. He recognized it immediately. Last year he swore to
himself that he'd find that box and give it to the garbage men, then lie to
Krumme and say it was gone - probably stolen from the storage room in the
basement, even though the storage room was equipped with a huge padlock - or
he hadn't really thought of how to explain the missing box to Krumme. But the
damned thing was here. It was too late.
"We're not putting that out, forget it," he said to Krumme who'd arranged
himself on the couch, his robe open, stomach on display. His belly button looked
like a scrunched-shut eye.
Krumme sighed. "You say that every year."
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"I hate that piece of shit! I'll throw the box out the window. Right this
second!"
"You will not. The nativity scene's going where it's been for the last
eleven years. I can't believe you're so ungrateful. That was a gift from me to
you. A gift of love."
"You say that every year," Erlend said, and marched to the bar. He
poured himself a liberal cognac, downed it, and poured another one for himself
and one for Krumme. "It doesn't matter that it was a gift of love when I hate that
thing with such a vengeance!"
"I really don't understand why."
"It's just ugly. The dirty stable, the drab clothes, the poverty! And the
stupid little brat lying in a donkey's trough with a star dangling above his head.
Ridiculous! Lies and deceit! Hideous!"
"It's not actually made that way to bug you. Joseph and M . ty had
absolutely nothing, and the stable wasn't tastefully decorated ahead of time with
the assumption that the Savior would be born there."
"If only. The horrendous clothes on that father
"A poor carpenter from Nazareth, Little Mouse. Show some
understanding of the story behind it, the tradition, before you
"I detest that story and that tradition! And the three kings! I mean - they
were kings'. I read somewhere they were rich!"
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"Perhaps you read it in the Bible - they're supposed to be mentioned in
there."
"But they were rich). They probably dressed in scarlet and silk and ermine!
But in our nativity scene, they're dressed in plain cotton! In dreary colors and
ugly crowns impossible to polish! They tarnish more and more every year. No!
I absolutely will not have it out! It ruins the big picture! It ruins my Christmas
spirit!"
"I bought it in Oslo, remember. It's Norwegian. That's why you hate it."
"Norwegians love that crap. They sit there and stare at the poverty and
bask in their righteous frugality, ashamed to laugh too loudly and ashamed to
enjoy good food, abundance, and joie de vivre."
"I think there might be a few Norwegians who don't really feel that way.
You, for instance."
"I'm Danish. I've become Danish."
"But you never tell me anything."
"There's nothing to tell. I'm me. I'm here. With you. Simple as that.
And the nativity scene is not going up."
"It is. I love it. It's so simple and beautiful. Just like the message of
Christmas."
Erlend burst out laughing. "You're just saying that to tease me! Like
you're religious? In case you've forgotten, we celebrate Yule in this house, not
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Christmas. Yule is a heathen celebration of animal blood and solstice, and has
nothing to do with badly dressed parents and the Middle East!"
"Still."
"Fine. Put it in the guest bathroom. So our guests can sit and shit and
stare into Joseph's eyes and be grateful they didn't have to father the Savior of
the world."
"Not the whole world's Savior, I believe. In other parts of the world, they
believe in other nice boys. Mohammed and Buddha and
"Stop distracting me! It's going in the bathroom!"
"It's going where it always goes. Now come sit with me, Little Mouse."
"No. I want to get the tree on the terrace ready. In the stand. With the
lights on. And the baskets."
"Now? Right now?"
He stomped on the floor. "Now! Right this second!"
Krumme rolled himself off the couch, tied his robe, fetched their shoes,
and obediently went out to the terrace to reestablish status quo.
And when the tree, a good while and many cognacs later, stood in the
middle of the sixty square-meter terrace, with lights and tiny gold baskets filled
with fake snow, they both sank down on the sofa and admired it through the
sliding glass doors.
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"I love you," whispered Krumme. "You create magic around you - you
purge yourself of beauty for the joy of everyone else."
"That was a beautiful thing to say. But it's just me being selfish. I don't
do it for others, only for me. And a little bit for you, too."
"I'm cold," Krumme said and put his head on Erlend's shoulder. "It's
almost freezing out there, and I've been working like a laborer in only a silk
robe."
"It's Armani, which should warm you up a little. I'll get us some coffee.
Almost drinking an entire bottle of cognac without coffee means we're
alcoholics. Here, put this wool blanket around you."
"Okay," Krumme said. "It can go in the guest bathroom. And I want
cream in my coffee."

The storeowner left the thong in the window. He not only left it, he also
praised the move and declared Erl end a genius. Krumme waited outside with a
cigar, round-eyed, watching the waving women's arms coming out of nowhere.
"It actually makes me want to buy something," he said when Erlend came
back outside.
"I don't want anything here but the decorations. The prisms. But they're
not for sale."
"Swarovski?"
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"Of course."
"You'll be enjoying yourself tonight, then, I suppose. Alone."
"I will. It was a wonderful gift, Krumme. I can't wait for the
inauguration."
"And there will be more where that came from. But Santa's already taken
care of it."
"Let's go look at those tables. And do we have time for Tivoli before you
have to work?"
They'd already been to Tivoli five times since the Christmas market
opened. He knew it was childish, but there was nothing to do about it. He'd go
to his grave childish, and bequeath his collection of Disney movies to The UN
Security Council. With a little more Disney, the world would be a more peaceful
place. And no one could help but be happy when walking through Nissekobing,
that small town with its hundred and fifty mechanical Santas wrapping gifts,
waving, skiing, and a variety of other peculiar things. They were in the middle
of A Christmas Fairytale, and Erlend had read that they used four hundred and
fifty thousand light bulbs this year, and the two hundred and twenty-four
spotlights on The Golden Tower kept changing colors to symbolize the four
seasons. He dragged Krumme behind him, even if they wouldn't have enough
time to eat well afterwards.
"The Orient!" he said. "We haven't seen the Orient yet!"
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The first thing to greet them was a nativity scene, and Erlend shrieked:
"That's the way it's supposed to be! Nothing drab and dreary in miserable
clothes! Just look at those kings!"
The Savior's bearers of gifts sat on four-meter tall metal camels; Erlend
jumped up and down, clapping his hands. The baby Jesus was life-sized and
unbelievably beautiful.
"You don't believe in these nativity scenes," Krumme said and pinched
Erlend's behind, hidden under his sheepskin coat.
"I believe a little bit. Right now. But not at home."
They didn't have time for anything but a quick herring salad, beer, and
small, frozen glasses of red Aalborg Aquavit, while they discussed the chocolate
tables at Danish Royal and who'd eat them after Christmas.
"The poor children in Africa," Erlend said. "Imagine how surprised
they'd, be with something like that set in front of them."
"Or the poor children in Denmark."
"They wouldn't be as surprised. They've probably seen the pictures in
your paper. And try to find out about the jacket on that chair. It could even be
Henrik's lover - what a scandal! How insanely exciting! You have to find out!
When will you be home?"
"After you're done Christmas-cleaning your treasures."
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"I'd forgotten about that," Erlend said.
"Liar. You did not. It's the only thing you're thinking about right now."
"Not at all. I was actually wondering if maybe we could spice up our
nativity scene with some metal camels."

But, of course, Krumme was right. All he could think about was being
alone in front of the glass cabinet.
Erlend came back home and locked the door carefully behind him.
Should he bake first, as he had planned yesterday? No, he didn't want to get his
hands sticky with bread dough now - there'd be more than enough time for both
bread dough and puff pastry in small fluted tartlet tins. He turned off his cell
phone and the ringer on the landline - the machine could take care of any calls.
He turned the gas fireplace on full blast and stood still for a moment, watching
the blue flames flare up around the ever-lasting logs, become egg-yolk yellow,
illusory fire. When he first came to Copenhagen, he didn't have a fireplace or a
stove, and missed one immensely. He had a friend film his fireplace for three
hours, and at night, he watched the tape. It was incredibly effective, with
crackling sounds and all; he could almost feel the heat radiate against his skin.
The only downside was that he couldn't watch TV with the fire going.
He would have preferred a real fireplace, not a gas one, now that he was
no longer living alone and miserable in a minute studio, but the building's fire
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codes prevented this. It didn't stop him from buying real logs and putting them
in a brushed steel log basket to the left of the fireplace, though. With that, the
illusion was perfect - so perfect that a dinner guest one night attempted to dump
a full ashtray into the fire; all the cigarette butts hit the fireproof glass and flew
everywhere in a storm of ash.
The sight of the flames calmed him, put things in perspective. The empty
apartment around him, a good day behind him, Christmas still ahead. Could he
be any happier? And shouldn't he probably, inevitably, be ashamed? Those
poor children in Africa without chocolate tables; all the wars Krumme knew
everything about and sometimes wanted to discuss. The misery.
He couldn't think about it anymore, couldn't bear to know! He was
continuously amazed over people who voluntarily let themselves sink down into
the very worst of everything, who made it their life's mission to tell other people
how horrible the world was. Did that make anything better? Stifled people
wading around the streets with banners full of scribbling and black exclamation
marks - what did they think they were really achieving? Shouldn't they just go
home and light a candle for their children, bake bread and sing songs together,
be happy? Rather than letting their children experience angry, indignant
parents, rather than pushing heavy, politically correct books down their throats,
demanding their involvement - ultimately driving them to drugs as they tried to
escape the political agitation in their own homes.
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You are incapable, Krumme used to say, of feeling solidarity with the
weak, and he could sometimes be irritated with him as a result. Once Krumme
called him shallow, but he had to eat his words after five days of silence and
celibacy. Besides, Krumme didn't know. He didn't understand. And that
wasn't Krumme's fault. Damn it, why hadn't he gotten around to throwing
away the fucking nativity scene?
No, this wasn't working. His thoughts were disturbing. He couldn't
think. He wanted to be pure inside when he began. Alcohol was probably the
solution. A thought-disinfecting vodka with lime, for instance. He put on some
U2 and meandered into the kitchen. When he was alone in the apartment and
about to drink himself to tipsiness, excited about something or another, entering
the kitchen was always like seeing it for the first time. He loved this kitchen, this
insanely expensive German kitchen, with its heavy, solid doors - like opening
and closing the doors of a Mercedes. He loved the terra cabinet, its jungle of
herbs and the textured glass in the doors that always glowed a dewy neon-green;
he loved the wine rack and its round, blood-red shadows; the long benches; the
built-in coffee maker; the designer chairs around the small kitchen table exactly
big enough for two open newspapers, two cups of coffee, and croissants with
real butter and French brie. A kitchen the size of an average Danish living room.
Luxury. Luxury! Why were so many people hell-bent on being ashamed of
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luxury? Goddamned nativity scene. Should he just chuck it off the terrace?
Take the fight he knew would follow?
Again, he was frustrated by his own uneasiness: he'd been looking
forward to coming home. This wasn't like him. He splashed a vodka and lime
into a large glass and listened to the ice cubes crackling. Like the South Pole and
global warming. Global warming was something he'd been secretly reading
about, not admitting to Krumme how much it concerned him. Copenhagen was
so close to the ocean; it was practically like Venice. What if flood waves came
crashing in over Langelinje, and the whole town and all the store windows
suddenly were under water? This was something that affected him directly and
personally and was absolutely dreadful to think about; he pictured himself
wading through water up to his knees and wearing the most unbecoming rubber
boots, his arms full of beautiful things that mustn't get wet - he'd completely
stopped using spray cans with Freon in his decorating.

He brought out the gift. Sipped his drink with his left hand and removed
the lid of the dark box. Bono was stretching his voice to the limit in the living
room - and there it was. A sable brush with a glass handle, swaddled like an
infant in a polishing cloth, white cotton gloves, a small booklet with instructions
about maintenance and cleaning, and a velvet bag with single, diamond-cut
crystals for decorating the figurines. He didn't think he'd use them for that,
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though. No, they weren't for decorating. He'd keep them in the velvet bag and
pour them into his hand whenever he needed to see it full of sparkling light, like
dust from a magic fairy meant for him and him alone.
The glass was fogging up. There was no point in wearing the gloves if he
was still drinking. He stuck a straw in his glass before putting it on the table,
pulled the gloves on, and swung the cabinet doors open to reveal the treasures.
One hundred and three Swarovski figurines. He sucked in his breath and
mumbled some loving words even he couldn't hear before he began moving the
figurines to the nearby diring-room table. Small, perfect wonders, just a few
centimeters tall. Miniatures of everything from swans to ballerina slippers. You
could examine them through a magnifying glass - something he'd done several
times - and not find a single flaw. They were magical, filled with dreams and
yearning, spellbinding in their beauty; if you owned them, you'd never fear
death, because you owned the exquisite, experienced the exquisite, you'd been
there.

In the past, he used ugly latex gloves from the pharmacy when he
handled the figurines. To think that Swarovski had made a cleaning set for his
collectors, to avoid such tasteless, makeshift solutions. And to think that
Krumme bought that set for him.
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He suddenly craved a cigarette even though he barely smoked, but he
knew this urge was only because he obviously couldn't smoke with the gloves
on; the tar would stain like oil. He always wanted to do what he couldn't do limitations made him nauseous with frustration. When all the figurines were on
the dining table, he took off his gloves and had a cigarette from the dispenser in
the bar cabinet. He inhaled until he was dizzy, and he emptied his drink. Now
he had to clean the cabinet, and he couldn't wear his gloves for that.
He didn't understand how the glass got so dusty: the cabinet was
practically airtight. It was a light gray, powder-fine dust. With the cabinet's
halogen lights he could see every speck of dust, every streak from the chamois.
He polished all five glass shelves top and bottom; at some point he mixed
himself another drink and changed from U2 to Chopin. He always became
ceremonious when he was about to handle the figurines in this final decorative
stage. The cabinet had to be reorganized every time. And now, Christmas: the
Christmas ornaments had to go on the top shelf, the place of honor.
Just to be safe, he had another cigarette and finished it before he put the
gloves back on and let his eyes caress the treasures on the table. The deep-blue
mirror would go on the right, on the top shelf. Yes. With the three-centimeter
tall wrapped Christmas present, bow and all. The box itself was a massive
crystal block, with four faceted corners that reflected the light into the center of
the cube. Light cascaded in all directions and down on the mirror from the
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crystal bow. He held the present between his thumb and index finger, polished
it carefully with the sable brush, and placed the figurine in its designated spot.
Then he cleaned the stars and arranged them around the centerpiece.
He couldn't breathe. He stepped back and contemplated the beginning of
the new cabinet. He was welling up in tears. He loved his Swarovski collection
the way some people probably loved their children and their pets, but his love
was certainly stronger, purer, without resistance. And he'd barely begun. There
were so many shelves to fill. He was an artist now, even though he hadn't made
the figurines himself. Display was everything! Even Brahms and Chopin might
come across as harebrained fools if their interpreters couldn't play their notes
piously and creatively. And Munch's paintings hanging on a dark wall in a tiny
apartment without lighting - much of the force in the paintings would obviously
be lost. And so many people believed a beautiful display happened on its own!
They didn't understand that there had to be a deeply felt love behind it all. Take
today's sculptors, who assumed display was just part of the package, that
display was served on a silver platter with no planning of any kind. Without so
much as blinking, they'd demand several hundred square meters of wall and
wrinkle their noses if the wall space wasn't big enough. Spoiled brats. And a
little piece of his heart died every time he thought about all the poor Swarovski
miniatures bought on impulse in some airport shop and given to people who
didn't appreciate them. There they were, in an obscure corner of the world, on
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ugly wooden shelves, alone in the dark or next to a tacky plaster figure or some
crudely framed photograph of a sappy family event, small, bashful, dusty, and
unloved. They weren't seen, weren't with their own kind. Once, a long time ago,
Krumme had discussed the age of enlightenment. He couldn't remember a word
Krumme said, because throughout the conversation, all he could think of were
those Swarovski figurines owned by unenlightened people who didn't
understand that their pieces needed up-lighting through the glass shelves.
The animals would get a shelf of their own as they always did, but the
flacons and the boxes had to go on the top shelf. And the four-centimeter high
champagne bottle, with two glasses just over a centimeter each. And the bottle
opener - a crystal miracle no longer than half a pinky nail! He needed another
drink. On the way, he went to the bathroom, too, and noticed coming back to the
living room that the machine was blinking. Probably friends who wanted to talk
about the party, who were asking if they should bring something - cookies or
drinks or music - telling him how much they were looking forward to coming.

They'd be sixteen at the table, and the atmosphere would be sky high as
always. They had purchased alcohol, currently stored in crates in the bedroom,
but there was still much to be done. Krumme would be doing most of the hard
work and preparing the main course, but he'd take care of the little extras - the
decorating, the dessert, the things that took time - the things that elevated a
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simple feeding to a higher sphere. In the freezer, he had several trays of ice
cubes with a fresh mint leaf in each cube. They were made from boiled, cooled
water, which made the clearest ice. He'd use them in the welcome drink - a
relative of a dry martini, since dry martinis weren't supposed to have ice cubes.
To make it stand out, each glass would get a few drops of blue Curagao. Ice-blue
and green. Maybe some silver, too, he suddenly thought - what about wrapping
some aluminum foil around the stem of each glass? In a careless, pop-art kind of
way? He ran into the kitchen, tore off a strip of foil and twirled it around a
random glass with a stem. Even though the glass was empty, he could tell it
would work perfectly. One step closer to a successful evening. He drew a breath
that went all the way to his stomach, walked into the living room, grabbed his
glass, and stared at the tree on the terrace. It was snowing softly. In the distance,
he could see the planes coming and going from the Kastrup Airport, blinking red
and green lights. The forecast said freezing, but he didn't dare get his hopes up.
Snow and Christmas belonged together, but that was asking too much in this
city, this country. And he didn't miss snow the rest of the year. But Christmas
snow was something he always wished for. The optimal Christmas ingredient.
It could cover and hide and even make the lack of Christmas spirit insignificant snow was symbolic and right and important simply by being, despite the fact
that it was only frozen water, as Krumme used to say. Star-frozen, Erlend would
correct him. It wasn't by accident that water froze into symmetrical stars - this
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was nature wanting to please humans. Even water aspired to be more beautiful
than a simple ball, and sought the form of a drop. Oh, Krumme in the Matrix
coat - he couldn't wait - how could he possibly keep from seeing Krumme in his
coat for several more days!
He cut Chopin off in the middle of Waltz Number Seven and found a
piano concert by Mozart for more drama, more concentration. It was time to
finish the cabinet. Everything had to be dusted and sparkling clean for
Christmas. The cabinet was to be a shining fountain of light created by a man in
white gloves and happiness in his blood. Working on the animal shelf, he was
just about to place the unicorn when it slipped from his gloved fingers and fell to
the floor. Shrieking, he knelt and clutched the little crystal to his chest. The
creature's horn was gone, but other than that, the figurine was fine. Intact, but
only a horse. Its magic remained on the parquet floor. He picked up the tiny,
spiraling horn, and immediately rejected the fleeting thought of superglue. That
would be cheating. Tears stung his eyes. That it had to be this one, out of all of
them! This was one of the very first Krumme ever gave him, and he still
remembered the things Krumme told him about the unicorn, this mythical
creature which symbolized chastity and could only be caught while resting in the
lap of a virgin. And now it was a horse. An arbitrary horse symbolizing nothing
but mean, coinmon virility. They had a huge, semi-surrealistic painting of a
unicorn in the bedroom, too. Krumme called it the miracle animal.
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He hid the broken unicorn way in the back, behind the other animals.
Gently, he laid the horn beside it - he couldn't bring himself to throw it out: how
could you throw something like that away? Off a balcony, into a garbage bin unthinkable.

Everything was back in the cabinet when Krumme came home. Erlend
was sleeping on the couch with his gloves on. Krumme pulled off the gloves,
carefully tugging on each fingertip. He folded them up, put the cloth, gloves,
and brush back in the box, and admired the cabinet. He didn't really see a
difference, except for maybe the top shelf, where there were some Christmas
stars on a blue mirror. Most of them he'd bought as gifts. He got himself a bottle
of water from the fridge, closed the doors to the living room, listened to the
messages on the answering machine, and saved them. They were all from guests
- whether they should bring a cake or drinks, how much they looked forward to
coming. He saved them so Erlend could decide in the morning; he was the
detail-oriented one, he was the one who maintained the infrastructure in their
network of friends. Krumme would have been happy just living in solitude with
this child of a man, this talisman of delight, without ever meeting another
person, except for at work, where he wasn't Krumme at all. At work, he was
Carl Thomsen, Boss. When Erlend gave him that name, delighted to learn that
the Danish word for breadcrumb was krumme, it was the beginning of love, a
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love that would never end. If it was going to end, it would have a long time ago
- now he felt safe and secure - the two of them would be together, always. He
never feared anything anymore.

It was late and he was tired. He still didn't know anything about the
jacket on the chair in the background; he'd have to make up a story. He went to
the bathroom and got ready for bed, turned off all the lights, and guided a stilldreaming Erlend to bed, and Erlend kept talking about the Swarovski
chessboard with crystal pieces that he desperately wanted, which Krumme had
already bought him. It cost almost twelve thousand kroner, but worth it to see
Erlend's explosive ecstasy when he unwrapped his present. He took Erlend's
clothes off and put him under the duvet, then snuck up to him and pressed his
nose against Erlend's shoulder that was smooth, and warm, and his.

Erlend woke up around five the next morning. His body felt heavy, as if
he were carrying something painful he couldn't yet remember. The light from
the crack between the curtains was gray and gave no indication of snow. He
knew exactly how the light would look with snow. Then he remembered why
he'd pretended to be asleep when Krumme came home, how he'd rambled on
about that chess board for the umpteenth time just so he didn't have to tell
Krumme about the unicorn.
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He snuck from under the duvets and hobbled across the ice-cold floor he'd inflicted this on Krumme, the Norwegian habit of sleeping with the window
open - and stepped into the warm hall, shutting the bedroom door behind him.

The glass cabinet stood there, dark. He didn't turn it on. But the tree on
the terrace shone.
It was raining quietly, coming straight down from steel-gray clouds. The
snow in the baskets was still there - in artificial spite. He plodded naked
through the living rooms, through the kitchen, to the bathroom. His soles
slapped evenly and rhythmically on each floor. Parquet. Terracotta. Slate. In
the bathroom, he stood in front of the mirror and examined his face. An old man
soon - forty in three months. What would he do if he hadn't met Krumme?
Already at thirty, a single gay man was a pathetic gay man. Quite some time
ago, he could have been a pathetic gay m an forever. Thank God he met Krumme
in his late twenties. But even though he had Krumme, turning forty was still
somewhat painful. Almost certainly time to start lying about his age. But that
also meant waving goodbye to his bombastic fortieth birthday bash, which he'd
already started planning. Of course, at forty, he could simply stop counting.
He had a small belly now. He stroked it. Soft as bread dough. His upper
arms were also pretty soft. Should he believe what he heard all the time, that he
had a great body? Why did love always depend on repeated lies?
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He walked back to the sliding doors facing the terrace and watched the
tree again - this was the sight he had to hold on to, not these other floating
thoughts that came from God knows where. But he couldn't stop thinking - it
was impossible to stop thinking in this flat, timeless hour between night and day.
He should talk to Krumme; maybe wake him for comfort, no explanations.
Instead, he slid open the glass doors and stepped outside on the wet, cold tiles of
the terrace. The cold tile and the rain on his shoulders woke him up and let him
move back to safer grounds, back to normalcy, to joy. Krumme would give him
a new unicorn if he told him what happened, but he wouldn't tell. He didn't
know why, only that it seemed scary, unthinkable. He'd buy a new one himself,
put it in place and forget how much the other had meant to him, even if the
painting in the bedroom always reminded him.
Outside, not even a siren. A sleeping city. There should at least be a
siren; people died like flies this time of night. The Jutish idiot afraid of getting
moldy - he wasn't funny anymore. The constant hamster-wheel gay men were
caught in these days, lipos and lifts and nonstop tanning; thinking about all this
made him dizzy with fear and relief. Looks were everything to gay men in this
town, but he and Krumme were just too busy being happy. They didn't even
have to decorate according to the gay feng shui principles and live in a trend
prison; they bought and decorated according to the pleasure principle, and then,
delightfully unintentional, it all matched up anyway.
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So why was he so worried? It couldn't just be that he was the owner of a
crystal horse. He wanted his Christmas bliss back! This was unbearable! He
was used to being happy! He'd been damned spoiled being happy!

He hopped back onto the parquet and closed the terrace door, lit all the
candles in the living room and kitchen, got his robe and slippers, kicked the box
with the nativity scene as he passed it in the hall, closed the doors so as not to
disturb Krumme, put on a Christmas CD, grabbed flour, yeast, and a mixing
bowl, and set them on the kitchen counter. Dean Martin sang merrily about
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer as he filled the bowl with rye and wheat flour,
herbal salt and a dash of cloves, sunflower seeds, and lentils. He stirred the yeast
out in lukewarm water with burnt sugar, which would give the bread a juicy,
dark-brown luster. Wearing latex gloves, he kneaded the dough until he started
sweating; his robe opened with his efforts, and his dick swung cheerfully to and
fro along with his arms.
"Joy to the world!" he shouted.
It was almost five-thirty in the morning. But somewhere in this world it
was evening and time for bubbly. He covered the mixing bowl with plastic and
tore off his gloves before opening a bottle of Bollinger. Jim Reeves was singing
Jingle Bells. He didn't bother with a glass, just put the bottle to his mouth and
gulped, until the carbonation scorched the roof of his mouth and his throat, and
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tears began streaming down his face. Things were looking up - the early bird
got the bubbly! He rummaged through three cabinets before he found the fluted
tartlet tins. Then he crumbled soft butter in flour, sprinkled some cold water on
top, and kneaded it all into a supple dough, the kind the recipes always called for.
Then, the recipe said, the dough was to rest a while in the fridge. He giggled.
Rest before he'd chop it into pieces and squish all the pieces into tartlet tins. He
glazed the tins carefully with melted butter, in every ridge, all the way up to the
edge. Eartha Kitt was murmuring a rendition of Santa Baby; he hummed along
and swigged from the bottle. Santa Baby, he thought, that's me. A cigarette,
perhaps? No, he probably shouldn't overdo it. Which was why he wouldn't go
into the living room and fish out the crystal horn, just to champagne-mourn a
little longer. This was the time for baking and Christmas party preparations!
And his idea of wrapping foil around the stem of the glasses was simply
brilliant!

When it was close to seven and the loaves were nearly done, he was so
exhausted that he considered waking up Krumme to have him watch the loaves
for the last fifteen minutes. He decided against it. Krumme had to sleep - he
was going to work; he had a steady job, and he made an indecent amount of
money. He wasn't an artist, he was just himself, a hard-working newspaper
man. Fortunately, he didn't have to worry about the tartlet tins for a while - they
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didn't go into the oven until he filled them with apple slices topped with
meringue while the guests were enjoying their dinner. Currently the tins were
sitting on a tray in the bottom of the fridge, all ready to go and quite supple. The
bottle was empty; the town was awake; the paper would be outside the door if
he bothered to look. It was as if he'd stolen a whole extra day right between
yesterday and today; a pocket of time he'd filled with Christmas spirit and
home-baked goods. Despite the lead-heavy tiredness still cloaking him, he was
extremely pleased with himself. Krumme would get freshly baked bread for
breakfast - Erlend wouldn't be a single gay man anytime soon, not when he
whipped up gastronomic delights in the morning.
He got the loaves out and emptied the bottle, snuck into the bedroom and
barely had time to put his head on the pillow before he fell asleep.

He woke up with Krumme standing over him, phone in his hand. The
room was bright.
"Erlend, you've got to wake up. Are you awake?"
"I don't know."
Krumme found his left hand, closed his fingers around the phone and
whispered:
"It's a Norwegian. He says he's your brother. I didn't even know you
had a brother."
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A DAY AND A HALF before he seriously had to consider that she might not
live forever, he walked across the farmyard, his stomach grumbling. He heard
the bells from Byneset Church ringing for Sunday Service. As far as he was
concerned, the bells told of breakfast, and had little to do with the Lord. The
blue light of December lay over snow-covered ridges and the black fjord. The
morning was clear, a few stars still visible. He wouldn't mind snow, either - he
enjoyed sitting on the tractor, clearing clean, white stripes behind him, with
sharp snow banks lining the maple avenue. The trees, black hands reaching for
the sky, had been meticulously planted a long time ago. So long ago, that it was
possible to imagine someone wanting to make a fuss over the entrance to
Neshov, wanting to signal some sort of prosperity, hospitality. He thought the
avenue seemed pompous and deceiving; he'd love to chop every one of those
trees down, but he didn't make the decisions.
He'd already been with the pigs for hours, now he'd eat as usual and go
back out. He had a sow that could farrow any time. Suddenly he realized his
mother's bedroom curtains were still closed.
Usually she'd get up when he went to the barn at seven and have
breakfast waiting for him when he was done. The hallway didn't smell like
coffee. He found the kitchen empty and cold when he opened the door. Even so,
he shut it quickly behind him, as if to keep out another, worse cold.

The old wooden stove hadn't been lit, and there was no sound from the
radio in the corner, below the Coop calendar. The table wasn't set - usually an
egg cup and a teaspoon on Sundays - with a piece of folded toilet paper next to
his father's plate, since he always spilled egg yolk on his bristly chin. The
kitchen was suddenly only a room, as if he'd never seen it before. The bulb
below the fan on the stove was the only source of light, a triangular light meant
for burners and pans and coffee pots and activity. His heart began beating faster.
He remained standing, unsure what to do, watching the stove and trying to
make sense of this. He poured water over the old coffee grounds in the pot and
sliced some bread and some clove cheese; he realized his hands were shaking.
He carefully sealed the cheese back up. When the plastic bag was wrapped and
tied at one end, he grabbed a rubber band from the nail holding the calendar,
and wrapped up the plastic bag before putting it back in the fridge. He waited
for the coffee and tried not to think too much while he listened to the water
coming to a boil. He grabbed a mug from the cupboard and poured himself a
cup. It wasn't his mug but one they rarely used, with a pink flower over some
sort of plaid print. The grounds were floating - his coffee was full of black spots,
but he still took a sip, figuring they'd sink soon enough. The heat from the cup
radiated into his palm. He ate his piece of bread at the counter, looking out the
window at a chaffinch working on a piece of lard strung up to a low branch on
the tree. The lard had been there a long time. The lump twirled around and
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around while the chaffinch hung upside down, picking at it in the frenetic way
so common to small birds. A piece of wood was nailed to the tree trunk right
below. Three sparrows landed and began pecking at the bare plank. It had been
bare for a long time, too. He glanced upstairs, but couldn't hear a sound. Not a
single sound. The thermometer outside the kitchen window showed nine below.
Yesterday was two above. Grandpa Tallak had kept a weather log for sixty
years; he used to sit by the kitchen table and quiz everyone on the weather in the
old days, or loudly recite from the war-year logs, those hot springs and summers
after the Germans were chased out of the country like dogs.
He'd planned to keep logs, too, just like Grandpa Tallak. But when
Grandpa died, his joy and boyish enthusiasm about all this unnecessary
information died with him. And it was a little late to start a weather log now.

As a matter of fact, he'd been thinking that for years. That it was too late.
Now it came to him again, and the thoughts of the weather log mixed with the
thoughts of his mother and her curtains; she couldn't know what the weather
was like with the curtains still closed.

He washed the bread down with more coffee - it was rank and pungent,
tasted like the smell of boiling tar. This was no Sunday. Standing like this by the
kitchen counter, scarfing down some random something while listening to the
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bells in the distance. He rinsed the coffee mug, walked stiffly to the electrical
Advent candelabra in the window, and twisted the tallest candle, the one in the
middle, to the right. The candelabra was never on overnight - that kind of crap
could easily catch fire - it was ridiculous to have one at all. It was probably more
for the neighbors than anyone else, so they'd think the spirit of Advent had come
to Neshov, too.

As soon as he turned on the candelabra, the day seemed more normal
somehow. Yesterday she was perfectly fine. Just complained a little about a
headache, about her arthritic knees that she refused to see the doctor about. He
went out to the yard again, stopped and watched the curtains for a long time.
They hung limply, not moving. Blue curtains. His father's were shut, too, but
that was nobody's business. What that man did was of absolutely no interest to
anyone, but Tor preferred to know where he was at all times, so he could avoid
running into him too often. Sitting at the same table during meals was plenty
enough. But like his mother used to say, the man had to eat. Did he, though? If
she stopped putting a plate out for him, he might disappear.

Her window was closed, too. She never closed her window - she wanted
air. Had she closed it because she was cold? She was never cold; she said
Tronders didn't get cold, unless they were bastards from the small towns on the
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plains further south. Was it possible? Should he go upstairs and check on her?
Go up to her room and open the door? Could he do that? He'd have to see to his
sow first. Sara. It was her first litter.
An ambulance helicopter came in low, flying diagonally over the fjord. At
first, he was grateful for the sound; anything was better than church bells. When
he realized that the helicopter was heading directly over the farm, however, he
became worried. Maybe it was some kind of omen. No, this was ridiculous - he
had to pull himself together. Just because her curtains were closed and the
kitchen wasn't filled with the smell of coffee and the sound of the radio and the
little egg cups weren't where they were supposed to be, he couldn't walk around
thinking this way. Even though she was eighty, she was healthy, quick on her
feet - it was probably just a little cold. He turned abruptly from the windows.
One of his wool socks slid down in his clog and he stumbled forward, almost
falling. The adrenaline was immediate, like a warm stab to his gut.
"Shit," he said, and heard his own voice, muffled and out of breath.
The helicopter came closer, and the thumping sound became a roar, low
over the traditional Tronder farmhouse and barn, heading towards St. Olav's
Hospital on the other side of the mountain. Suddenly, there was too much
sound. The body of the helicopter hung like a shiny ball below the indistinct
plate of spinning rotors. Someone was very ill inside that ball of metal - in the
middle of all this sound, there was probably crying and wailing, plastic tubes
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and oxygen masks and arms waving, just like on TV. He could see it in his mind
as he closed the barn door firmly behind him and inhaled the rank smell. Now it
was simply a matter of forgetting everything outside that door. He willed
himself to forget, even though he usually forgot automatically, without any
effort. He nodded several times to himself - she just had a little cold. Of course
she should be able to take it a little easy so she'd get back to her old self again.
Nothing to think about, more important things to concern himself with here.
He walked into the mudroom, stepped out of his clogs and pulled on his
coveralls before shoving his feet into rubber boots. His thoughts were still
scattered, but remained on this side of the door now, where the smells and the
sounds were his and no one else's. Where the things that mattered most took
place: just he and the animals ensuring the passing of time, of days. He'd
recently read in the agricultural newspaper Nationen that a farmer in Hardanger
wasn't allowed to build a pig farm because the neighbors didn't want the smell.
The neighbor was a fruit farmer and worried the smell would stick to his fruit,
afraid that the farmer would fertilize with pig manure and ruin the apple bliss.
He could sympathize. Apples smelled quite different from pig manure.
Even if the warm smell from the pigs in the barn was something he looked
forward to every day when he woke up. He guessed he liked smells, and he
knew smells were more than how they stung your nose and put tastes in your
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mouth. He looked forward to shutting himself in the barn and being somebody,
being important to these animals he'd grown to respect.
He hadn't forgotten his dairy cows. But it was still amazing how fast he
adjusted to pigs when they decided to sell Neshov's milk quota five years ago.
His mother had read about pig farming in Nationen and Bondebladet; eventually
she read everything she could find on pigs, and gradually convinced him they'd
be less work. She reminded him that he was alone in the barn - she couldn't
help him anymore, and pigs were better for a single farmer than dairy cows.
Besides, he was pretty dejected and frustrated with being a dairy farmer when
Tine Dairy kept dictating and manipulating people's livelihood, deciding to the
liter what his cows should milk. He and his mother were in complete agreement
there. It was hurtful and senseless to be punished financially when the cows
produced more than expected, as if this good milk poured out of them from
spite.
And today he was pretty impressed with himself, how elegantly he'd
handled the transition, that he'd become a grishuskn0l, a pigsty boy, as described
in the folk song, even though the old Proysen tune emphasized the value of
honest work and the importance of what he did. And with the money they got
for their milk quota, they rebuilt the barn, bought an old pickup press and
livestock. What did he miss about the cows? Well, he missed a lot of things, but
not enough to want that life again. He certainly didn't miss fussing with the
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silage every morning and night. Climbing down the silo, directing the claw,
lifting the sledgehammer and pounding the silo claws into the tightly packed
mass of fermented grass, raising the whole mess, climbing back up from the silo,
and steering the silo tackle along the rail and over to the opening in the hay loft
and the feed distributor, waiting two stories down. Morning and night, summer
and winter - although he didn't have to do the morning feed in the summer
when the cows were grazing - then they only needed some grain before milking.
Freezing cold or blistering heat. Pitch black or sunlight in streaks through
the window. Morning and night, every single day, weekdays and holidays,
Seventeenth of May or Christmas Eve, the animals would be there, regardless of
what happened out in the world that kept on turning, whether the person whose
mercy they were at really were too sick to get out of bed, but still had to take care
of their animals. They stood there, waiting. And the cows had been waiting
with utmost faith for that load of silage to come toppling through the hole in the
ceiling and land in the feed distributor where those standing closest could stretch
their necks and get a mouthful. Then there was sweeping the floor under the
rail. Then down in the barn, getting all the hay in place and walking between the
greedy heads stretching toward the food. Sure, the feed distributor was a
laborsaving device that, as a young farmer, he was delighted to have, after using
a wheelbarrow for years, but all the fuss getting the fodder from the silo... At
first, after the dairy cows had been slaughtered, in one enormous and painful
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transport to Eidsmo slaughterhouse, the absence of work was something he'd
cling to, for comfort. Pigs only needed feed, some straw to root around in, and a
►

few handfuls of red peat moss morning and night. The silos were empty now.
Personally, he would have preferred renting the silos out to one of the
neighboring farms; let someone use the space and make a few kroner, but his
mother didn't want to be bothered with other people running around on the
farm.
Another thing he didn't miss: milking. Not really the milking itself seeing fresh milk squirt along the plastic tubes running along the ceiling from
every single cow - but the hassle of washing and cleaning. A freaking pain in
the neck. Sometimes he could see the folks at Tine in his mind, counting bacteria
by hand. So, the Neshov farmer's been lax with the washcloth tonight. So, the Neshov
farmer has a cow with mastitis and thought he could sneak her milk by before she finished
her antibiotics...
He understood that people wanted clean milk; he did, too, whenever he
opened a carton. But all the damned stickiness, the stress. He never liked
cleaning the teats. It had been ingrained in him that this was women's work,
even though he'd been cleaning them since he was a little boy when he helped
his mother and learned that the little extra teat some cows had that never gave
any milk was called a Mariteat. His mother didn't know why and didn't explain.
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There'd been a girl in his class called Mari, and he'd often secretly looked at her,
as if she could tell him if he asked.
But there were many things he missed about the cows, too. Particularly
coming in to see them, the way he went to see the pigs now. Coming into the
smells and sounds of the cows. The guttural bellows from the bullocks, the
impatient, shrill lows, the warm calf mouths that sucked on his fingers and
wouldn't let go, trusting, voracious. And the eyes of the oldest dairy cows - he
truly appreciated the way their eyes met his, wide open and shiny brown under
their bangs, their cheeks warm and wiry to the touch. He'd always go around
after milking, stop by each and every one before he started his work in the
mudroom. He wanted to give something back - they gave so much. They stood
there and didn't know any better; stupidly, they stood there, giving of their
abundance. Not that he thought they were unintelligent. Sometimes in the
summer, a grazing cow would want to get into the calf-pen, to find her own. The
cow would be terrified at the thought of the electric fence, nonetheless she'd
brace herself and plow on through so the fence posts went flying. He was
impressed by how the cow put her own fears aside that way, how her maternal
instincts were so strong that she was willing to go through hell and high water to
get to her calf. Would his own mother have done the same when he was little, if
someone took him away from her? Yes, he thought she probably would, but she
never had to. And now she had him all the time. And when he thought of that
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cow - many would say that instincts weren't feelings - but still, it touched him
somehow, even though getting the cow back in her place and fixing the fence
was painstaking work. He was reluctantly impressed by such fearless
determination, and he couldn't bring himself to think that cows were stupid.

That was something he missed, too, by the way - seeing them outside in
the summertime. The big, even bodies, resting so peacefully in themselves. The
small, long-legged, shaggy calves, the square, shiny heifers, the mouths and
tongues that worked against the ground, the cow tails that endlessly swatted
away flies, the slow walk towards greener, longer tufts of grass.
He was never in a cow barn anymore. He didn't go to the neighbor farms
- didn't know anyone well enough to stop by, to visit. He would have liked to
walk along the feeders, with cow heads on each side, kick them some fodder
from the silo, see them eat and stomp their feet, throw their tongue from one
corner of their mouth to the other, see them shake their heads at one another to
provoke or simply feel the closeness of another being. He'd touch the cows and
talk to them. That's what he wanted to do.
But he didn't want all the work that came with cows.
Pigs were something else entirely. They were smart in a very different
way; he had to admit it. Some pigs were definitely smarter than others, but none
of them were stupid. Not a single one. He'd come to love these animals that
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were so unlike cows in every way. And there was no contradiction in loving
them and ultimately sending them to slaughter. In the old days, everyone had
pigs that were slaughtered for Christmas. But his mother had told him how
some of the neighboring farms would trade pigs; they only had one, and grew
unreasonably attached to it. To avoid eating their own pig, raising the fattest pig
became a challenge; no one would give the neighbors a chance to suggest that
food was scarce on the farm their pig came from. The last weeks before the
butcher came to do his job, everyone stuffed their pigs with buns and other
treats.
That was back when pigs were supposed to be fat. Now, people wanted
to see red meat when they shopped, wanting pigs like bodybuilders. The meat
percentage was carefully measured at the slaughterhouse, and if the percentage
was too low, the price sank like Gaulosen estuary at low ebb.
He left the mudroom and went to Sara's farrowing pen. For a second, he
just stood there, motionless, arms dangling and a growing sensation in his throat
he vaguely recognized as weeping. The hay in her pen was covered in blood.
The live piglets flailed behind her back, trying to get around her, to her teats.
Four dead piglets lay on the floor in front of her, three with their bellies ripped
open, the fourth with its neck severed. Red was oozing from the sow as a new
piglet slid out of her.
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He ran back the same way he came, turned off the main lights and
grabbed a shovel. The sow was lethal now. Fear had turned her into a killer, a
lightning fast killer who wouldn't accept his help; it was impossible to venture
into the pen at this point, no matter how well she knew him. In the dim light, he
was able to flip the piglets toward him, and get them into the heated crate - he
had to be extremely quick, but gentle, too, so he didn't hurt them The newest
piglet got the same treatment, and he turned the heat lamp on over the wriggling
heap of newborns. And with the ceiling light off, there seemed to be a little less
for the sow to be afraid of, less movement, less sense of a threat. He pulled the
dead piglets toward him and got them into the trough. She squirmed, grunted.
"There, there, you're a good girl, Sara. Easy now. There, there. You're
doing all right."
A new piglet slid out, its skinny little legs flailing their way out of the fetal
sack; its mouth opening and closing, its eyes blinking against the red light from
the heat lamp. He got hold of the piglet and placed it with the others. He waited
awhile, but she was done. Five living piglets. It could have been nine, though, a
good size for a first litter. It could have been nine, if he'd been here a little
sooner, not lingered in the yard like an idiot, staring at curtains. And if the
helicopter hadn't practically nicked the roofs of the houses.
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Sara was breathing hard, and her big, blue eyes, anyone would say those
big, blue eyes shone with human despair. Yes, despair. And maybe
powerlessness. As if something different and strange had possessed her, and she
realized it, too. This was her first litter. She'd always been a little nervous, he
should have followed his instinct and not bred her. But she was so great
otherwise, had such a good pedigree. Well out of reach from her huge head, he
rubbed her udder hard, several times back and forth, the way he often had these
last few days, to let her milk down, to remind her body and her instincts of what
she needed to do. He didn't take his eyes off her head, and he listened to the
sounds she made - all his senses on edge as he was rubbing. After a while, he
straightened up and looked at the resting, pregnant sow in the neighboring pen.
She looked at him in the dusk, her eyes glistened. Her name was Siri, and he
whispered her name.
"Siri... Huff da, Siri. You just rest. Everything's going to be okay."
Siri was the smartest of the nine sows he was currently breeding. She was
carrying her third litter. With treats and encouragement, he'd taught her some
tricks. She raised her snout towards him, sniffed the air.
"Yeah, four dead babies. You wouldn't have done that, Siri, even if the
helicopter had landed on the roof. You're good. Good and pretty. Yes you are.
I'm going to take these away. We can't have these lying around."
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He grabbed an empty feed sack and slipped the small carcasses inside.
Perfect little piglets, shiny, silvery pink and clean, with tiny, wet-looking snouts.
Shit, maybe he should have stuck to cows, not become a pig farmer at all. Better
to clean udders and struggle with the silo tackle morning, noon, and night than
to see this. So desperately sad and frustrating.
The limp, bloody piglets weighed practically nothing in his hands.
He straightened up and looked down on Sara. She sat in the middle of the
empty pen, head hanging and ears quivering, with blood around her huge
mouth. Some of the blood had trickled down her neck. Imagine being so full of
fear-driven love that something might happen to her babies that she got up and
did the job herself.
"You were afraid. I was, too. You'd think there was a war out there, the
way those helicopters carry on."
He hurried out with the carcasses and grabbed the broom. Leaning in
over the pen, he was able to sweep it fairly clean of the blood-soaked straw.
Afterward he spread some new straw and a bucket of sawdust on the floor to
soak up the moisture and smell. He stuck his hands in the heated crate he'd
made himself from an old dynamite box. Yeah, it was nice and warm, even
though the heat only came from above. He hadn't been able to afford heating
cables. Remodeling the barn had mainly consisted of tearing out the stalls and
putting in pens.
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The newborn pigs swarmed over one another, searching for teats, making
their small, pathetic grunts. He had to get them fed somehow. And he had to
get the sow to agree. But he couldn't call the vet; nobody could come out here
now that everything outside the barn door was wrong, and he couldn't even ask
the vet in for a cup of coffee. He carried the feed sack to the mudroom and threw
it in the corner. The pen had been wet, and liquid was beginning to seep through
the paper bottom of the sack. He rinsed his boots under a gush of cold water
from the tap, slipped out of them and into his clogs, but didn't take the time to
take off his coveralls. If she was downstairs and commented on his coming into
the house in his barn clothes, he just wouldn't answer, or he'd say that one of the
young sows had torn herself a little, and that he needed something to disinfect
the scrape.

A stream of light had appeared across the southern sky. The curtains
were still closed. He went into the house and heard his father cough in the long
hallway upstairs; his steps were heading towards the staircase. His cough
sounded hurried and unsure, like it always did when he coughed a warning of
arrival.
Tor stepped into the kitchen - it was empty, but this time he was
prepared. He went straight for the bottom shelf in the cupboard where he
thought there might be something left in a bottle, and 1le fumbled around behind
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coffee pots and vases, closing his hand around various bottles as he checked the
contents. His mother saved all bottles in case she wanted to use them for
preserving and juicing. She never threw any container away - the cabinets were
full of stacks of sour cream containers, plastic boxes, and clean cans without the
labels - she'd decorate the cans with aluminum foil and yarn and grow cuttings
from potted plants in them.
There. Something. He pulled out a half bottle of sherry, with a decent
amount left. The cork was completely stuck, and there were messy streaks of
yellow sugar around the top. He had to smell it, make sure it was really sherry:
once he found a liquor bottle full of engine oil in the cupboard. He held the
bottleneck under hot water for a minute and twisted again. The cork came out,
and he inhaled the smell of sherry, a violent, spicy, unsettling jolt. He closed his
eyes for a second and felt the taste of sherry hit his palate. His mouth watered.
The door behind him opened. He stuck the cork back in, turned to face the door.
Even over the smell of pigpens, he could smell his father - his unwashed body,
rancid hair, and sweet denture breath. He didn't bother hiding the bottle behind
his back.
"Your mother," his father said and stepped aside.
Tor stopped a second without looking at the man. "Yes?"
"She's in bed," his father said.
"Have you - heard her?"
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"Yes. Heard her cough a little."
Sara was still sitting on her behind; blood and afterbirth had seeped out
and stuck to her loins. Straw clung to the wetness. Her ears hung limply; her
eyes were the same, blue and helpless. She seemed tired and confused.
Suddenly he felt a tremendous compassion for her, the helplessness, the defeat.
"Your babies need food," he whispered. "You've got to settle, now - lie
down."
He found some feed in a scoop and poured the sherry over it, stirred it
around with his fingers before giving it to her in the pen. She sniffed before she
started eating, slowly at first, then faster.
"Pretty good, huh? Pretty good. Easy now, you've got to settle down.
It'll be okay - these are good babies, you know, good babies. But you won't have
any more. No, no more babies for you
He hurried over to the piglets while Sara's eyelids grew heavier, her
breath deep and quivering. He had the little clipper ready in his breast pocket.
He lifted the first piglet, held it tight between his knees and forced its mouth
open before he quickly cut down the eight eye teeth. They were sharp as
needles, and there was no way she'd let those torture devices clamp down on her
teats, even after an entire bottle of dessert wine. He put the piglet back, reached
for the next one and gave it the same treatment. Fortunately, there was only one
boar - at least he'd save some kroner on castration.
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He reached in and started rubbing her udder again; she slumped over
onto her side. She was dazed and bewildered, but her instincts came through
now that the sherry had veiled her anxiety.
He put the piglets down in the pen. Sara remained on her side, stiffly
staring upward, not raising her head. There were plenty of teats; she had
another nine to go around. The babies scrambled around each other; there was
always a lot of pushing and shoving the first few days before a hierarchy had
been established and all of them had claimed a teat none of the others would
touch.
He could tell they were all in place - the milk released, and for ten hectic
seconds, the piglets suckled for their lives the way they were supposed to - the
milk only came in ten-second spurts. Tor released the air in his lungs. He hadn't
realized that his breath was stuck in the top of his throat the moment she rolled
onto her side. He put the babies back in their box before they started wandering
around her head. He'd see how things went next time, if her instincts tipped the
scale in the right direction. When the piglets were that young, they needed to
nurse once an hour; it would be a real pain if he had to do this every time, and he
didn't know if they had more sherry in the cupboard. He hoped the air
ambulance had some quiet days ahead, at least if they transported patients
straight over Neshov. If the sow could just make it through the next few hours
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without attacking again, the piglets would be fine. The shipment date for pigs
was January first, and sending a newly farrowed sow was unthinkable.

It was a blessing to watch the babies settle down under the warm, red
light. He stepped over and into the feedway, raised the empty bottle, and put his
tongue carefully to the cork he had in his breast pocket. The barn was calm now
- the sounds, the smells, and the movements were harmonious, predictable - a
peace he allowed himself to sink into, for a few seconds' taste of dessert wine.
He entered Siri's pen. She was lying down, but grunted in that usual
questioning, gurgling way of hers when he crouched in front of her. He started
scratching her wiry bristles; he had to get used to touching these animals. The
soft cows and now this naked skin with scarce, white hairs.
"I didn't bring you anything. Had a few other things on my mind."
She pushed her snout against the pockets of his coveralls. But he still had
the bottle in his hand, and he pulled the cork off and let her smell it.
"Sherry. You don't need that."
The flat, wet tip of her snout was the size of a saucer. She wriggled her
nose while sniffing the cork, before she suddenly decided to eat it.
He had to smile, in spite of everything, and he pulled the cork away.
"No, you're not getting that in your stomach. I'll bring you something
next time. I have to get back in now. I have to. Figure things out."
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Her body was a huge mountain growing exponentially in front of him, its
hills growing steeper. If only he could stay. He laid his arm over her. Under her
skin, life was teeming. Her turn in another couple of days. When the sows were
allowed to wander around as they pleased, their instincts kicked in. She'd
already begun gathering straw for a nest. They always rooted around and
worked the extra straw he'd give them before farrowing. It was fascinating,
impressive. And the nest was thicker where their rumps rested. He figured all
the birth fluids must stream away from the nest that way. It was all about
survival, after all, making sure your offspring made it. The second time Sara
farrowed, she had fifteen piglets that all survived. Atta girl. He pushed her
snout away, picked some straw off her nostril while he was at it. She didn't seem
particularly uneasy yet; she probably wouldn't have them today, he thought.
Just before the sows farrowed, they relieved themselves violently. She hadn't
done that yet, either. When that happened, the pen would get so wet he'd have
to clean it out entirely and rush to lay new s^raw before the piglets came. Pig
farming wasn't something you could do a few short hours a day sometime
between the nine AM morning show and the evening news. He delivered two
hundred pigs for slaughter every year, and he alone did all the work behind
these doors. For that to happen, the animals had to be on his mind at all times.
Plus, they needed good lives, better than good: he was deeply disgusted by the
stories in the paper, the farmers who neglected their animals. He didn't give a
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damn about their bad nerves or whatever, and he hated the expression 'personal
tragedy' - farmers should get their asses to the barn, and have their nervous
breakdowns between midnight and seven in the morning. But he, on the other
hand, had to step out of Siri's pen and forget the animals for a while. That's
what he had to do. He leaned his head against the stanchion and closed his eyes,
listened to her breathing. He was hungry, he was nauseous, he wanted to cut the
top off of a soft-boiled egg and listen to the morning service on PI with the
volume blasting, the way they always did to cover up the lack of conversation
with his father sitting at the table and wiping his stubble with toilet paper.
Anything was better than these curtains. When was the last time he'd been in
there? Probably while they still had dairy cows. A lamp broke in her room, and
an electrician came to check the wiring. The old trucklebed, the duvet covered
by a dark bedspread, the pillow sticking out on top, crinkled after cradling a
head so many nights, the small nightstand with its crocheted doily, an empty
glasses case and a glass of water, probably for her dentures, the dresser with the
tablecloth, the candleholder, and the mirror above. The electrician had been
clinking away with his tools and some sort of measuring device while Tor stood
there, chatting away and absorbing every detail of the room he hadn't been in
since he was a little boy. The closet, with a tiny brass key in the key hole. All
those dresses and aprons: he knew every color, every pattern. But the dresser
drawers: what did they hold? Underwear, probably - he'd seen her underpants
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on the clothes line, spacious and white. He'd also seen her change the elastic in
them, heard her complain how quickly the elastic became brittle these days, after
only a few washes. She'd fasten the elastic to a safety pin and let the needle slink
its way through the seam all around the waistband.
A woven rug on the floor: yeah, he was prepared for that, too. Maybe it
was striped grey and red. There would be no surprises going up there. Had she
ever been in bed sick? He opened his eyes, thought about it. Siri nudged him,
nudged again.
"I don't have anything. Settle down."
No. Colds and such, yes, but she'd never been sick. He'd read in the
paper that mothers with a lot of kids didn't get sick as much as single women. If
you had to, you could do it. And even if his mother didn't exactly have children
running around anymore, she had the same attitude toward her work. It was
about pulling yourself together, not crawling into bed and staying there. His
mother never crawled into bed. She toddled around with her nose in a
handkerchief and did what she had to: cooked hashed lungs and boiled potatoes,
cleaned fish, boiled jam, ironed the towels, washed the floors, cleared the table,
rinsed the coffee pot, moved around the house, even if nose and eyes were
streaming. She never went to bed. She had stomach flu once, but then she
stayed in the bathroom - she didn't go to bed then, either. He and his father had
to use the old outhouse for a few days and wash up in the kitchen. The only time
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he could think of was when Grandpa Tallak died and she locked herself in the
bedroom for two days, but that was twenty years ago now.
He got to his feet. Siri followed him with her eyes. He bent down and let
one of her ears slide through his fingers. Sara snored loudly in the next pen over.
Soon the newborns would need to nurse again; he had to get back in the house
and upstairs.

His father sat at the kitchen table. He stared out the window as Tor came
in. There was a coffee cup in front of him, but no food. He wasn't capable of
slicing himself a piece of bread like other people; he'd starve in front of the bread
box if nobody cooked for him. He hadn't lit the stove, either, just sat there,
staring. Waiting. Tor crouched down in front of the wood stove and opened the
door. It was all ready in there. His mother had arranged it all the night before,
with small twigs and bark, an empty roll of toilet paper and newspaper all
crumpled up at the bottom. Two large logs crossing each other on top. The sight
of the meticulous pile of paper and pine enraged him, but he managed to remain
where he was; he didn't even turn to the table, or say anything; he just jumped
right on into his familiar thoughts of placing his hands around the dirty old neck
and squeezing. He knew he could stand touching the skin of the old man's neck
when there'd be immediate relief afterward. Or he could use a pillow, at night.
Tie knew exactly how he would stand way up by the headboard, almost
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squeezed up against the wall, where his father's flailing arms and legs couldn't
reach him. He put a match to the heap, closed the hatch and increased the draft
as much as possible. Then he poured some coffee into a clean cup. There were
way too many grounds; the pot was almost empty, and it wasn't steaming, but it
didn't matter. He needed a cup to hold onto.
The room smelled faintly of body and breath, familiar smells. It was
freezing cold in there.
"I'll open the curtains for you," he said, and set the cup on the dresser.
"And I brought you some coffee."
The light from outside, too weak and useless; it seeped into the room like
old paste; it stuck in his throat.
"Mother

he stepped closer to the bed. "Do you want some coffee?"

"A little funny today."
"Should I call a doctor?"
"Nonsense."
"It's nine below today. Clear skies."
She didn't answer. He turned the reading lamp above the bed away from
her, so the light wouldn't hurt her eyes.

Only her head poked out from under the duvet and bedspread. Her arms
and hands were hidden. Her eyes were closed. He couldn't remember seeing
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her this way before, lying down. It was odd. Suddenly she seemed so small.
And her grey hair was showing; she always wore a scarf tied behind her head,
either brown with red stripes or dark green. Her hair was so thin he could see
her scalp. It was shiny and yellow.
"Do you - have a fever?"
He'd never asked his mother such questions. Those were her questions to
ask, when he was a little kid with chicken pox or measles. He never knew what
to answer; it was her job to stick the thermometer up his behind with a dollop of
Vaseline on the tip, to read off his temperature. If the thermometer showed more
than thirty-seven and a half, he'd say, "I guess I do." But it was impossible to tell
if you did ahead of time. Reality simply changed, and you accepted it
immediately, forgot what it was like not having a fever. As a kid, he enjoyed
having a fever; he rarely had one as an adult, but he remembered how liberating
and carefree it had been, the dreams that came to him, even with his eyes open.

She opened her eyes. Looked at him. To his immense relief, he saw no
illness in her eyes, or fear of illness, or pain. No fever either - her eyes would be
glazed - he knew that from the animals. He only saw normalcy in her gaze,
maybe puzzlement, wonder. She closed her eyes again. Otherwise, she didn't
move. Only her veiny, blue eyelids moved. He wanted to shake her. He
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couldn't touch her either, brush his hand over her cheek, just to make himself
feel better.
"Are you in pain?"
"No," she said, just as he expected. But he didn't like her tone - not at all,
there was something flat and airy about it.
"You don't want - you don't want to get up, Mother?"
"No. Maybe later. Tired."
"The flu, maybe."
She didn't ans wer or open her eyes. He moved the coffee cup over to the
nightstand. Maybe she was already asleep again.
"Sara farrowed," he whispered. "Nine babies." He turned off the reading
lamp and silently left the room. He stood outside the door for quite some time.
The walls were creaking; the cold was settling on the house, erasing any trace of
the past day's three above that lingered in the wood. Otherwise, it was quiet.
Third Sunday in Advent, he thought, and it was a strange thought that he
immediately hung onto, surprised, as if Christmas mattered. They had
Christmas pork rib on Christmas Eve, broiled salmon on Christmas Day,
leftovers on the Second Day of Christmas; a red candle on the table, cheap red
napkins, he and Iris father had a glass of beer with dinner. That was it. An act
they performed. Last year he had Arne from Tronderkorn, his feed supplier, buy
a half- bottle of aquavit for him. He kept it in the barn and washed it down with
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cold water from the tap. He said there was a sickly sow, and went back out after
dinner; his mother was in bed by the time he returned and didn't notice
anything. It had been a nice time with the animals and his buzz, a violent buzz.
He'd cried and cried - that's what he suddenly thought of, standing there - that
he'd cried so horribly, without knowing why. Tomorrow, he would call Arne
and ask for the same this year. He had to call him anyway; the feed silo was
almost empty.

His father sat in the same spot. His elbows on the tabletop were thin
points pushing through the knitted jacket. It seemed he'd stay there, waiting,
until a breakfast landed right in front of him. His father didn't chop wood or do
anything in the barn on Sundays. That's why, early on Sunday, they usually lit a
fire in the living room, turned on the TV, and kept his father out of the way in
there, with his newspapers and war books. Tor and his mother would sit in the
kitchen and talk, or he'd work on his binders in the office, get on top of his
paperwork and the damned KSL folder, with all its intricate forms.
He knew his father had heard him upstairs and was wondering. He
found some bread and margarine, sliced the bread, found the cheese in the
fridge, untwisted the rubber band, sliced off a little cheese, put the bread on a
plate, and slammed the plate down in front of his father. Then he went into the
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living room and lit the fire. He hoped his father would retreat in there before fie
came back from the barn, so it would be possible to get some peace.

Sara was still sleeping. The piglets were restless. He checked each one of
them - that they were breathing and responding, that all their limbs appeared
normal. Some of them still had patches of fetal membrane, like clear flakes of
dried glue, stuck to their skin. He gently tore them off. It was nice and warm in
the box, and the babies were perfect, five perfect babies - that's what he had to
keep in mind. And the aquavit he was looking forward to, and his mother
would be back on her feet again tomorrow, maybe even tonight. She had to go to
the bathroom, after all. She had to. Then she'd realize she wasn't sick at all, just
feeling a little funny.
He leaned over into the pen and started rubbing Sara's teats hard. She
batted her eyes. White wiry lashes over blue.
"You've got do this again, now. Got to do your job. The babies are
hungry, you know. You can't just lie around all day!"
He collected the babies from the nursery area. The sow started breathing
harder as the first piglet bit down on a teat, but she stayed on her side. He could
see how she looked into the dark, scouting out any hint of danger.
He laughed a little.
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"Did you forget about your babies? Huff, ja. Blame it on the booze. Stay
down now, 'til you do remember!"
The piglets fought and pushed and crawled their way to their mother.
They were lying next to the dirty gray belly like pink and shiny little sausages,
pushing and shoving against the teats. She let down her milk, and all five of
them suckled as if possessed. Once again, he felt relief wash over him, Another
meal, another portion of life-giving nutrition that brought them one step further
from disaster. The sow raised her head, and he let her. He lifted four of the
piglets into their box, and held the fifth out to her. He was tense; he knew he
risked the piglet's life, but she only sniffed it intensely for a few seconds before
she dropped her head again, resigned.
"Good girl, Sara," he whispered. "You're «uch a good girl. Good babies,
too. They're good babies, and you're a good girl."
He put the piglet back with the other four. It was full and lazy in his
hands, and it crawled right up next to its brothers and sisters below the red heat
lamp. He let the sow fall asleep where she lay.

This time he sliced a piece of bread and found two boiled potatoes in the
fridge for Siri. A pig on a feed diet would go through hell and high water to getsome bread and potatoes. He'd taught her to sit and stomp her right foot before
she got something, but he didn't worry about that now, big with babies as she
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was. She preferred to lie down now, so he gave her the treats right away. She
grunted in delight - she had a number of different sounds, and he knew
precisely what they meant. He scratched her a little behind the ear before he
went in to the mudroom, pulled off his coveralls and boots, and went back to the
house.

His father had shifted to the living room - he knew what was expected of
him, to keep the peace. Peace, though - peace wasn't necessarily the same as no
one talking. He'd have liked to talk to his mother, had her there. He went up to
her, empty-handed this time. He should get her to eat something, a hot meal ask her what she wanted, some soup maybe; he could find a bag of powdered
soup and follow the instructions on the back. He didn't knock. He knocked last
time, but she didn't answer. He snuck in, the room was a little lighter nov. - not
bright, but light enough to see that she hadn't moved. She opened her eyes.
"Feeling better?" he asked.
She smiled faintly and he grinned back.
"This really isn't like you!" he said, wanting to joke.
"Awful," she said. "Just so tired."
"You sure you don't want me to call the doctor? They come to people's
houses, you know, when you
"No. I'll be fine."
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"Don't you have to - should I help you
"No."
"I'll turn on the electric heater a little. So you won't freeze your behind
off. And then I'll go downstairs and make you some soup."
She didn't answer, and he took that as a yes.
The powder had to be mixed in with a liter of water. Swedish pea soup,
the bag said. What was Swedish about it, anyway? He turned the heat all the
way up. The pot was a little too small - he'd have to stir carefully. He closed the
door to the living room. His father didn't have to see him stirring soup. It
looked like yellow dishwater. He turned the radio up while he waited for the
soup to boil and then simmer, like it said on the back. He tried a spoonful - it
didn't have any taste at all - maybe that's what made it Swedish. He threw
plenty of salt in and sliced up some Tronderfar, a local mutton and swine salami,
before he tried the soup again. Much better.

She didn't want any. He held out the mug and spoon.
"No," she said again.
"You could just try my attempts at cooking
"No. Want to sleep."
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The room reeked of the old panel heater, the way the house smelled in the
fall when they first turned on the bathroom heater after a long summer. Dust
burned on high heat.

When evening came, while he was doing his chores in the barn, Sara
seemed much calmer. She wasn't supposed to eat much the first few days, but
she drank greedily. He left her an extra bucket of water.
"Hung over?" he asked.
After he cleaned out the pens and fed the pigs, the barn was quiet enough
for the piglets to go back with their mother. First he gave them some iron in
liquid form - he was beginning to think this might work, and he figured they
should get the small dose of iron they needed. The piglets screamed bloody
murder when he held them. Nothing screamed like a pig - every minute thing,
every discomfort was a matter of life and death.

He sat in the kitchen, turned toward the TV in the living room. His father
went to bed around nine, usually in time for the TV2 news. He did tonight, too,
and Tor moved to the living room. The smell of his father lingered. He sat there,
sniffing, and suddenly realized that his father hadn't showered and changed last
night. His heart immediately began to pound. This meant his mother was
already weak the night before. Every Saturday night, she put out clean clothes
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and a towel in the bathroom. More than anything to avoid the smell at the
dinner table. But she hadn't last night.
He stared blankly at the screen. Things were already wrong last night,
and he hadn't noticed at all. Was he blind and deaf?
He went into the kitchen and found a clean pot. His father had finished
the pea soup; the dirty casserole was still on the stove, and a bowl and spoon sat
on the kitchen table. The remaining soup had dried, crusted into some sort of
yellow, dry foam. He put the dirty pot in the sink, turned on the cold w?ter, and
rinsed the plate. He was doing this for his mother, he thought, not his father.
This distinction was important. He hadn't eaten since breakfast; he wasn't
hungry, which was odd - he was always hungry and never felt full. He warmed
up some milk and looked for some honey, but couldn't find any. He put a
spoonful of syrup in his milk and stirred.

It was cold in the upstairs hallway, but the heat from her room fell on him
as he opened the door. As did a smell. A faintly sweet smell he decided not to
notice. He lit the reading lamp and put the milk on the nightstand, closed the
curtains and turned the heat down a little. She followed him with her eyes as he
came toward her across the woven mat; the mat had the exact same colors he'd
thought.
"How're you doing?"
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"Better.
"Then prove it by drinking some hot milk."
He had no idea how he'd fallen into this authoritative role; he didn't
speak to her this way, never told her what to do.
"All right/' she said.
Her head was still on the pillow, and he hadn't brought a spoon this time.
She made no attempt to sit up in bed or use her hands, which remained under
the bedspread. For a few confusing seconds, he held the cup over her face,
before realizing that he'd have to hold her head up with one hand.

Her skull was perfectly round, her warm, somewhat moist hair made his
hand slip a little. Her hair was completely flattened in the back; it poked
between his fingers. It was so tiny, this ball. He was amazed as he held it and
watched her mouth pucker, making a sipping sound in the milk. Her neck
muscles were quivering. After two small sips, the ball felt heavy and sedate in
his hand.
"There," she whispered.
"A little more?"
"No."
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After he fed the five piglets again, he lay awake in bed for a long time. He
was dead tired, but still awake, staring into the dark, brooding on the day's
events. Getting out of bed this morning seemed like last week. He had to call
the doctor, no matter what she said. As soon as he decided this, he fell asleep.

He stopped by her room before he went to the barn and opened the
window to let in some fresh air. It was overcast, not really cold anymore. It
would snow today.
"Is that you?"
He lit the lamp. "Yes."
"You're not calling the doctor."
"Yes I am."
"Better today."
"So you're getting up, then?"
"Not yet. But you don't call."
"You're sick."
"Not that sick."
"Do you want anything?"
"Later. Some coffee. After you've gone down to the barn."
He closed the window and went in the kitchen to light the oven. His
father was still in bed. No reason for him to get up.
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Relieved that his mother wanted coffee, he decided to trust Sara. After
rubbing her udder firmly, he opened the bottom of the baby box. The lights were
on, and she could see the piglets. From now on, the coast was clear for both
mother and babies. She wobbled a few steps toward the box, a colossal body on
four short legs, grunting the distinctive call of a sow inviting her babies for
supper, before she knelt down. The pile of piglets scrambled and whined,
climbing on top of each other to meet their mother halfway. She let the rest of
her body fall to the floor, and turned sideways with her teats toward them. He
had his shovel ready and followed her every movement, listening for any
indication of her turning mean again. She could go ahead and try, and she'd find
out who was stronger of the two. She raised her snout into the swarm of pink
little bodies and grunted merrily. Then the piglets were on the udder, pushing
and shoving and quarreling with each other. With bellies full of milk, the babies
toddled a little around her head. He watched her every movement, but there
was no indication she'd hurt them. She inspected each of them thoroughly,
tipped them with her nose and sniffed until they wiggled back on their feet. He
left her and went in to Siri.
"Danger's over," he said. "How are you? Are you about to get started?
So I'll have something to keep me busy out here when Christmas rolls around?
It'll be boring otherwise."
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She grunted, contented, and he gave her some bread from his nocket.

He made the rest of his rounds quicker than usual, and he was liberal with
the straw, peat moss, and feed. He gave each breeding sow a quick scratch
behind the ear - even Soura, who was crabbier than usual today and glared at
him with watery blue, suspicious eyes. But she had big litters, even after her
fifth time, and her feet were fine; there was no reason for her to become salami
yet. And it was always fun to clean the nursery, with the recently weaned piglets
who'd tug at his coveralls and push each other arour i like puppies, light
hearted and giddy, even though they were only surrounded by steel pipes and
hard floors. He'd bring his own cup of coffee upstairs, he thought, and a few
slices of bread, and have breakfast with her. r Ie had to get to the store in
Spongdal, too, for some groceries. Honey, milk, and dinner. He'd decide what
to have for dinner, and what he was able to do. Surprise her. Of course she
could stay in bed whenever she was sick; it wasn't like the sky was falling or
anything - he could take care of things, too. She was no young girl, after all, and
should be able to take a break from her responsibilities once in a while.

There wasn't much bread left - he found a new loaf in the freezer in the
hallway and sat it on the kitchen counter. There was enough of the old one to get
four small slices and the heel. His father would have to wait until the other loaf
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had thawed. He heard him upstairs in the bathroom. He made fresh coffee and
turned on the radio. They were talking about Christmas dinner. His barn was
full of it. He'd delivered thirty hogs for slaughter in the beginning of December,
and that's what they were talking about, the eternal griping about how to roast
the pork rib and get the rind crisp - like it was a big ordeal. The challenge was
raising the rind over the fatty layer that couldn't be too thick, not how to make it
crisp! He'd never eaten a tough rind in his life, and his mother never busted her
back to get it crisp. Useless city people. He'd even heard talk about using a
torch; it was beyond comprehension. Every year, his mother commented on all
these newfangled whims: all you had to do, she insisted, was place the rib, rind
down, in the fridge two days ahead of time, then steam it in a warm oven while
covered in tin foil. After that, you just took the foil off and roasted it. He pulled
a tray out of the crocheted holder on the wall and set it with cups and plates. He
met his father out in the hall. His father stared at the tray for a second before
tottering into the kitchen.
"Go wash up," Tor said. "You reek." Then he kicked the kitchen door
shut hard behind him.

"Don't you want to sit up?"
"I don't think so."
"It's good coffee, Mother. It'll be nice."
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"Not too warm?"
"Well, it's fresh from the pot."
"Some cold water in there."
He brought the cup to the bathroom and remembered that no clean
clothes had been set out for his father yesterday. He wouldn't mention it to his
mother, wouldn't mention him at all. Wouldn't think of the sweetish smell in her
room, either, wouldn't ask; she hadn't been out of bed since Saturday night when
she went to sleep, and this was Monday. He dipped the tip of his index finger in
the coffee to check the temperature, but he couldn't tell because of his calluses.
He dipped his tongue in instead. Yeah - drinkable.
"There," he said.
He lifted her round skull with one hand, and she had a big mouthful.
"Good."
"And a small piece of bread."
"1 don't think
"Oh yes, you do. Otherwise, I'm calling the doctor!" He laughed a little.
He would have liked to tell her about Sara and how well things were going, but
it was too late now, without also letting her know what his victory had cost.

She had three bites of the bread he held to her mouth - something he'd
never done before, not with humans. He'd spread a sweet, curdled milk mass,
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gornme, on the bread; he knew she liked that - he'd even sprinkled on some extra
cinnamon.
"Not that hungry in the morning," she said, closing her eyes.
He contemplated her larynx nesting in the middle of her wrinkles; it
bobbed up and down as she swallowed. He smiled without her noticing - at the
way it bounced, and also because he'd never noticed it before, never had an
opportunity to study it, unnoticed, before. He smiled, even though she hadn't
commented on his considerate choice of gomme.
There was a slice of bread with Tronderfar left. He pocketed it. Better for
Sara than his father.
"What would you like for dinner?" he asked.
"Huff - dinner."

"My grain silo is looking pretty empty," he said into the phone. "So I'm
going to be stopping by in a few days." He was straightening out a paperclip
with his right hand as he talked. He was dreading the aquavit part; he didn't
like for people to talk about it, but Arne was a nice fellow, and of course he'd be
going to the Wine Monopoly before Christmas. He wondered if a half-bottle was
enough.
"That'll be plenty, thanks," he answered. "And I'll be needing feed for my
grower pigs."
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He wanted to pick it up himself - didn't want to be cheated on the
additional freight charge, which was fixed regardless of the distance for delivery.
He drove the tractor to the store. The diesel was tax-deductible. He rarely drove
the old, white Volvo station wagon; it was parked in the barn with a full tank so
he wouldn't have to waste money on anti-condensation. Unless the tank was
full, condensation would build up quickly when the weather kept changing from
warm to cold.
He walked up and down the aisles and thought about this dinner. He
stood in front of the delicatessen for a long time. With the exception of bread,
which his mother often asked him to grab, he knew very little about the contents
of the freezer. And he knew which days she'd bake bread, three loaves at a time.
Good days with good smells. He picked up a blood pudding. They had enough
syrup and potatoes. Blood pudding was best with fried potatoes, but he
wondered if he was supposed to boil them first. He had no idea how long
potatoes should boil. He'd have to light the fire in the living room as soon as he
got back home. To manage all this, he needed to be alone in the kitchen.
On his way to the register, he passed the Christmas beer, and before he
knew it, he'd, grabbed two bottles. And when he was standing in line behind
some teenagers, waiting to pay, a box of dates and a marzipan pig ended up in
his basket, too. This extravagance almost made him laugh as he pulled his wallet
from his back pocket and gave his Coop card and a two-hundred kroner bill to
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Britt at the till. But he didn't laugh, he only chattered along with her about this
and that and how it might snow. This was sheer nonsense - what did he need
expensive dates and marzipan for? His mother would be up and at it by the
evening news.

He stopped the tractor by the mailbox at the end of the lane and picked up
Nationen, and a large, white envelope without a window. He opened it as soon
as he got in the cab. A Christmas card from Gilde Slaughterhouse Farmers'
Association, with a small, real picture that seemed hand-painted - at least it was
signed, even though the signature was illegible. It was probably worth a few
kroner, this picture - not a bad Christmas gift, even though he delivered all his
hogs to Eidsmo. He was a member of Gilde Farmers' anyway, though, just in
case. Eidsmo had sent a large box of chocolates. King Haakon. Not the biggest
box, but still. Norsvin gave him a cutting board with the image of a pig burnt
into it. His mother had started using it and the board already had deep nicks
and cuts; the wood was soft and low-grade. No good cutting with a knife on
pinewood - it was purely decorative. But who used a cutting board as a
decoration?

From the cab, he tried to catch a glimpse of his dad inside the kitchen, but
the reflections made it impossible to see anything. Just to be on the safe side, he
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tucked the dates, marzipan, and beer deep inside his parka before he went
through the barn door; he left it all on the counter in the mudroom. It was
deathly still. He knew exactly how they all stood listening and waiting. But
they'd have to wait a little longer. The silence was a good sign, even if it was full
of expectation. He nudged the door open, hiding, so he could catch a glimpse of
Siri. She lay in her straw nest, her eyes almost closed. Suddenly he was struck
with the notion that it could happen again, with Siri, too - even with Siri. He
had to have sherry in the house - maybe his mother wanted some, too - it could
be some sort of a gift if he didn't need it for the pigs, even though they obviously
didn't do gifts for Christmas. They were all adults.
He brought the bag with honey, blood pudding, paper, and the Christmas
card from the cab and stepped inside. It would snow soon. A lot, he hoped.
He'd like to plow. His father sat at the kitchen table by the window. The
thawing bread lay on the table, untouched; the plastic bag hadn't even been
opened.

In the office, with the door shut firmly behind him, he called Arne at
Tronderkorn again.
"By the way," he said, "I'm going to need some sherry, too. I could
probably take two half-bottles, the cheapest they've got - nothing fancy."
Arne answered that was no problem at all, and asked if he'd heard.
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"Heard what?"
Lars Kotum's son hanged himself yesterday. Yngve. They just found out.
"Ah, shit. That's too bad."
Only son, Arne said, but fortunately, he had a daughter who went to As.
"And now, right before Christmas," Tor said, and even as he said it, he
heard what a cliche it was - like the dark side of life had a greater chance of
becoming invisible now, in all this blatant sentimentality.
Something about a girl, Arne told him, but no one knew much more than
that. And then: "I guess your brother's going to take care of it."
"Take care of what?"
"The funeral. All the things that need taking care of. I guess it's your
brother."
"Really. You don't say."

He lit the fire in the living room and returned to the barn. He didn't have
a bottle opener in the mudroom; he'd never gotten around to it, so he used a
sheath knife. He pulled on his coveralls between the first and second bottle, then
his boots. He grabbed an empty feed sack and the marzipan pig and shut
himself in with Siri after confirming the sheer family bliss in Sara's pen. He
threw the empty sack on the floor and sat down on it. She pushed her snout
against his shoulder. Such an enormous animal, mouth full of razor-sharp teeth
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- she could easily kill him if she wanted to - and so he felt an intense and
childish safety in trusting her completely.
"Hang on," he said and emptied the bottle. She sniffed his mouth as he
belched for a while, first a long one, then many small ones. He opened the little
red cardboard box, broke off the head of the pig and gave it to her. She chewed
with a sopping wet, loud smack. It took some courage to kill yourself, even more
to hang yourself. Not being able to breathe. But what did he know - maybe this
was a good way of doing it. If you'd made up your mind, and you found a solid
rope you could trust. Probably the easiest was pills, dying in a daze. He'd seen
the kid sometimes, riding his bike on his way to Gaulosen, with binoculars
swinging from his neck and some kind of a stand on the back of the bike.
Probably to keep his binoculars on, to keep them steady. People in the store had
been talking about him, that the Kotum son didn't want to farm, that there was
no drive in him, that he preferred watching sparrows through binoculars. Odd,
come to think of it, that Britt didn't know the boy killed himself when he was
there grocery shopping earlier. It was probably only a matter of minutes now.
Before scanning barcodes became secondary, and the coffeemaker would be
refilled with new water and ground coffee. They would probably tear open a
box of gingersnaps, too, wallowing in Christmas spirit, death, and murmured
sympathies.
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"But he's got a daughter at As," he said out loud. "That's something, at
least. Because, Siri, that's important, you know - that someone cares about the
farm, so everything doesn't go straight down the crapper."
He fed her both front legs and had some himself. The beer sat like thick
heat in his fingers; he had to study his fingers meticulously to make sure they
were properly attached. That would pass in a hurry. A sudden, strong, shortlasting beer buzz. It had been a while now. He'd throw the empty bottles in the
outhouse like last time, even though no one ever came in here. He gave Siri the
rest of the pig while he scratched her thoroughly behind the ears.
"That's my good girl," he whispered. "My prize pig. Better than all the
marzipan in the world."

He shut his father out with the kitchen door - the man still hadn't eaten,
should probably have some potatoes and blood pudding - he couldn't handle
two sickly people on the farm, and it took a person way too long to starve to
death. He peeled the potatoes and threw them in water, boiled them, picked up
the lid and poked them incessantly with a fork while listening to the radio show
Norgesglasset on PI; they were jabbering away about everything relating to
Christmas, to happiness. His buzz was almost gone now, and he wondered what
the atmosphere was like at Kotum. They must be cooking, too, iood was good to
fall back on - cooking and eating. It had started snowing; wide, fat flakes that
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gently fell to the ground. They'd have to fall for some time before he hooked up
the plow to the tractor. And he didn't want to tell his mother about the boy, not
until she was back on her feet. He wouldn't mention Margido no matter what,
though, not even if she did cartwheels.

The potatoes were still hard in the middle when their outsides were
crumbling and making the water hazy. He drained them and split each potato in
two, and threw a generous glob of margarine in the pan. He sliced the blood
pudding, left the slices ready on the counter, and found the syrup. He could tell
he was hungry. He'd eat first, then go upstairs to his mother, and let his father
have whatever was left. He could probably smell it in there, hear the noises from
the stove.
There were raisins in the blood pudding.

"You won't believe how tasty this is. Blood pudding with syrup and fried
potatoes. And tl re are raisins in the pudding!"
"Did you
"'Course I did."
buy it?"
"Yes."
"But we certainly
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"I couldn't start digging around in that freezer. You're in charge of that.
So I'll be buying food until you get back on your feet. It'll be pricy!"
"Huff."
"Relax, I was just joking. Won't you sit up? Hold the fork yourself?"
"No."
She was paler than when they had coffee together this morning. Paler,
and with something dark and sunken below her eyes. She looked old. He'd
never really thought of her as old. She had two pieces of blood pudding and
three pieces of fried potato. She got syrup on her chin and he went to find some
toilet paper. When he wiped it off, she was already asleep. He'd brought her
some juice, too, but she didn't drink any.
"You just take a nap, Ma," he whispered.

His father had helped himself to the rest of the food. At least he could
have asked if it was meant for him. Tor didn't see any dirty dishes or silverware;
the man must have used his fingers, eaten directly from the pan. He was sitting
in the living room, with the door cracked, and Tor heard a small cough. A small
cough that was meant to be heard, not to clear his throat. Tor slammed the door
shut before doing the dishes. The eternally black ridges around his nails turned
grey and his hard skin went soft. It was nice to keep his hands in the warm
water, too. When was the last time he took a bath? They only showered in one
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end of the tub. He could probably take a bath one day. Even if he used a lot of
warm water and the price of electricity was sky high.
On his way back to the barn, he stopped to cut the heel and an extra slice
of bread, and crumbled them both on the bird table. The tree trunk curved
directly above it, so the bread wouldn't be buried in snow.

Siri was uneasy. She stomped around her pen and peed here and there,
held on to the metal bars with her teeth, and didn't come up to him the way she
usually did.
"I see
He found the broom and gathered up the wet straw, got her some new,
dry bedding. Then he gave Sara more food. All five babies were sleeping under
the red light. They gleamed, small shiny piles of sleep. In the beginning, he
couldn't look at the piglets enough; he'd pick them up and play with them all the
time. He completely understood people who had pigs as pets, small pet pigs that
remained agile and quick and didn't grow until their feet snapped. Even some
pig farmers had a pet pig, a boar, so the sows would come into heat. Personally,
he preferred boar spray, it was much easier. Besides, the sows would make each
other go into heat. Probably out of sheer envy.
It might still be some time before Siri got started. He cleaned and swept
the mudroom, cleared a space for new sacks of feed. He wouldn't get the sherry
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until after Siri farrowed. But it would come in handy someday - he might as
well keep it out here, as opposed to in there. Then he'd consider giving one of
the bottles as a gift, closer to Christmas Eve. He could give it to her after his
father had gone to bed. Sit by the kitchen table with his stomach full of pork rib,
make a sherry toast, and look out at the Christmas snow; his mother could tell
him about the old days at Byneset, about tenant-farmer life, wedding customs,
and superstitions. She never grew tired of talking about the war years, about the
Germans' enormous plans for the world's largest military harbor on 0ysand,
with three hundred thousand inhabitants who'd live in terrace houses in
Gaulosen and Byneslandet. His mother enjoyed wondering how things would
look today, if the Germane had won the war. They were going to build an
airport and a four-lane highway from 0ysand to Berlin; his mother would shake
with laughter when remembering their visions of grandeur. And she was
immensely preoccupied with those trees the Germans planted. How they still
lived up here by the polar circle. How they took root while the Germans failed.

He plowed thoroughly for a long time, even though it was still snowing.
It didn't bother him that he'd have to do it again soon. The snow was light and
airy, the kind that piled up quickly. He wondered who was plowing at Kotum's
Probably one of the closest neighbors. Lars Kotum probably wouldn't be able to
do it today. He'd have to buy the paper tomorrow and look for the obituary.
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After parking the tractor, he stopped by upstairs to look in on her. She
was still sleeping. She probably didn't want coffee. He didn't try to wake her she was sleeping so soundly. He ended up sitting by the kitchen window for a
while, listening to the radio, before checking on Siri, who still hadn't started She
didn't need him, either - she knew her stuff. He went back inside. The birds had
discovered the bread; the sparrows would stay on the bird table even in the dark.
The outside light shone. He spent some time in the office, went through his
folders, and took notes of things to do. Another income year was rapidly
approaching. He had to take stock of the old one, figure out which breeding sow
was going to slaughter after the counting date. The price of meat on the sows
was only a few kroner below the price of slaughter hogs, so there was no point
struggling with them when their litters dwindled.

He watched the news in the kitchen through the open living-room door
before returning to the barn for evening chores. His mother was still sleeping.
He didn't like it. Siri was in her nest. Not long now. When he was done with
his rounds, he crouched in front of Siri for a long time, murmuring to her.
"That sherry's overrated. I think you'd better do it your way, and not
become a carnivore anytime soon."
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She held his gaze. He tried to read in her eyes what she thought about the
upcoming trial. What she thought about all this. Did she know she was a pig?
Did she dream while she was sleeping? About what? There were never answers
in Siri's eyes, only expectations - sometimes sharp surprise. I really know
nothing about her, he thought. Not who she is, what she is. And still, he could
trust her. They had a bond, a connection. He didn't know why. He didn't think
she was ugly. Everyone else would say she was ugly. City peop.e would
probably call her a monster. But she was a perfect sow. Exactly how a sow
should look - exactly. But sometimes it hit him that it wasn't right to keep them
in this barn, that they were alive and deserved to stay alive, but that was after
he'd been drinking and saw himself as one of them.
"You better mind your feet so you can stick around for a while," he said.
"I have to get back in. I'll be by later tonight."
He had to wake her up now.
He couldn't wake her. He shook her. Turned the reading lamp directly
on the face on the pillow. He lifted her arm. It was covered in fecal matter. He
dropped it and backed away from the bed. She shifted, opened her eyes, and
stared directly at him.
"Ga.... Ga..."
"What are you saying? Ma!"
"Ga..."
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Was she choking? The right corner of her mouth suddenly hung straight
down: her entire face was crooked.
"Say something! Ma, say something!"
She opened her mouth. No sound came out. Her mouth was a blank hole,
and he kept staring, waiting for it to fill up with words, but her mouth remained
empty.

The Volvo started the first time he turned the key. He pulled up to the
porch and cranked the heat up to high. He ran through the kitchen and into the
living room and grabbed the two blankets on the couch.
"Your mother," his father said and squeezed his pointy knees together in
the armchair and raised his chin. "Is she ill?"
"Yes! You have to help me get her downstairs! She has to go to the
hospital! Just - wait - I'll call you."
He spread a blanket over the backseat.

He held a towel under the tap in the bathroom. He didn't want to do this.
He lifted off the bedspread and the duvet. She was covered in feces from
her waist down to her knees. He'd just throw some gas on the mattress and burn
it behind the barn, so she wouldn't have to worry about it when she came home
from the hospital. He couldn't take off her nightgown and underwear. Couldn't.
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He didn't know how to wash - he couldn't reach - finally, he just scrubbed a
little over her clothes. He washed her hands and arms; they were heavy, without
muscles, without will. He had to get the blanket around her without soiling it.
"Come here!" he roared, even though he never wanted his father to see or
know about this.

He held her under her arms and managed to pull her over the edge of the
bed and onto the floor. His father wrapped her in the blanket. She hung like a
dead animal in his arms; she didn't even hold her head up - it just drooped
sideways. That flat hair at the back of her head. She was drooling. His father
grabbed her feet and walked backwards down the stairs. He really couldn't
walk this way, his joints were stiff, but they managed to get her down. Getting
her into the car was worse. He had to crawl in from the opposite end and drag
her in. When he lowered her head at the edge of the seat, she whimpered.
"What? Does it hurt?" he asked.
He lifted her head and she calmed down. His father came around the car.
"I'll sit here," he said. "And hold her head up."
He remembered to close the front door before they left.
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His father's face in the mirror. It had never been there before. His father
with his mother's head in his lap - it was completely wrong. He wanted to
throw up. The car stank.
There was barely any traffic. He drove around Flakk. At the hospital, he
was confused by all the construction, but found a sign that said "Emergency"
and drove directly up to a fully lit ramp. He ran from the car and up the ramp
and shouted into the light that someone had to come help. They raced over with
a gurney. He tried to explain that she'd soiled herself, but it didn't seem
important to them to listen. They examined her face, talked to her. And it was
as if they understood everything. They knew. He understood, too, but he'd read
that people could recover completely from this sort of thing. And she was so
healthy, otherwise. That's what he said too: "She's so healthy, otherwise."

The light from the neon tubes was the same as in his barn, but the colors
were different. Here, everything was white and green. His father sat on a highback chair. On the table was a stack of weekly magazines with fuzzy, worn
corners that randomly stuck out. A red poinsettia and a brass candleholder with
a red candle. A woman in a white uniform brought them coffee in plastic cups,
no sugar.
"She got this way - it was quick?" his father said.
"Yes."
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It smelled bad in there. Smells that concealed and deceived. Too clean - it
was much too clean in there. Incomprehensibly clean. Meaningless. People
could get sick from these clean surroundings, lose their ability to resist. It wasn't
natural.
After a while, he couldn't gage how long, the doctor came in.
"She's had a stroke," he said.
"She'll be okay?"
"First we worry about tonight, and I think she'll manage that all right then we'll see. She's been cleaned up, and you can come in and see her, but she's
not conscious. And if there's more family you need to contact, there's a phone
right here."
"Do I have to? Is she really that sick?"
"Yes, she is. She's an old woman, you know."
No, he wanted to say, she's not, and I don't know, but he only nodded an
answer, grateful they'd cleaned her up.

After ho talked to Margido, he just stood still a long time, waiting to make
a decision. Finally, he dialed information - he called her so infrequently, the
number was impossible to remember - he had it jotted down on the edge of his
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desk pad. The number for her cell, she didn't have a landline - she claimed she
wasn't home enough for a landline to make sense.
"I'd like the number for Torunn - Breiseth."
It hurt that her last name was Breiseth. He understood why, but it still
hurt, just as much as it always had.
The recorded woman's voice gave him the option of being directly
transferred, and he pushed one. She answered after the first ring, said her name.
Her voice was happy.
"It's me. I'm just calling to let you know that Mother - no - your
grandmother had a stroke. They say she might not make it. I thought maybe you'd want to see her. I just wanted to tell you."
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